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The field of sociology as a profession has grown so rapidly
since World War II that the colleges and universities have not been
able to piroduce enough sociology graduates to meet the demands of
various institutions and social agencies*
"Sociology is among the most exciting disciplines in
contemporary American education. Its growiii in the last two de¬
cades« whether indexed in terms of student appeal, number entering
the field professionally, scholarly productivity, recognition of
its valence by cognate disciplines, or the sheer growth in quality
of its concerns and modes of inquiry, has been most impressive*"^
The rapidly e3q>anding field of sociology has been well
documented by the number of research projects and by the volume
of publicity which has been devoted to the discipline in the past
twenty years* Dr* Dan Dodson, C!hairman of the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology at New York University, complaining
that he sou^t seven new sociologists for his staff last year, was
able to secure only three because of nationwide competition* Be-
^Alan P* Bates, The Sociolorical Enterprise (Atlanta:
Hou^ton-Mlfflin Company, 196?}, p* oi|.*
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gardlng the ddBiand for tihe work of sociologLstSy Dr* Dodson states
the following:
We've come to a new da^. Now something new Is
happening with, to> and for sociologists. They
are finding to their delight that their work is
in great demand in this self-conscious society.
Their academic prestige is used and colleges
are eager to pay a hi^ price for their talent
as well as their semantics.1
It was stated in an article published by "Time* in 1967 that one
professor in sociology at Saaory UniTersity had received fourteen
job offers in a single year even thou^ he was not seeking a
change. One job offered him a salary of $18^000 a year. The
University of California at Berkeley has offered as much as
$2^^000 a year to top scholars in the field and $20j000 for those
having slightly less renown. In the same article just cited,
John R. Seely, Chairman of the Department of Sociology at Brandeis,
says, "A sociologist can demand $100 a day as advisor to such
federal agencies as the National Institute of Health, CI&, the
Census Bureau, State Department, Office of Economic Opportunity
and the Office of Education."^
Why su(h success for sociology and the sociologists?
Talcott Parsons, a Harvard Sociologist, puts it this way: Thia
is a complicated society with a lot of problems, and there is a
dasand for people who are trying to understand them." Another
^Mme, October 29, 1965, Vol. 86, No. 18, p. 6U.
^Ibid., pp. 6U-65.
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reason says Reisman, author of The Lonely Crowds "is that
psydionanalysls is out"; the problems of people often have to be
related to conditions far beyond their family situation* The new
drive against poverty, urban blight and crime has also increased
the demand for sociologists who, as George Washington University
President, Jack Brown, puts it, “People want to get out and get
into the field and get their hands diarty." Students today want
to get involved, to know l^e society they live in and to change
lt,“ explains sociologist Paul Weldon of Occidental College.
They aro asking for such courses as “the Modem City," “Social
Pathology,* and “Intercultural Relations." In a basic sociology
survey course at Harvard last year, 250 students enrolled. This
year the figure is reported to have dotibled. Tl» graduate student
enrollment at the University of Southern California has almost
doubled in the past two years.^
Sociology, unlite the physical sciences, has not with any
degree of regularity woven together a systanatic program of study
for those who plan and work toward entezlng the profession. Re¬
search has not shown that programs even within the same regions
of the country reflect ^at might be looked upon as a result of
planning and co-operation. It would appear that there is a need
for unifying and Identifying what sociologists are being tau^t,
and for that matter, what sociology “is”, i.e*, what constitutes
the “core" of sociology—^idiich courses are peripheral and which
are central to this rapidly expanding discipline.
^id., p. 65
k
statement of the Problem,-<4flth the increasing demand for
sociologists^ the question naturally occurs as to the extent to
idiich Negro Colleges are meeting the challenge in terms of both
quantity and quality of student production in sociology. Where
are the most "promising** course areas in the field? "Promising"
here refers to the course areas most useful to help meet the
contemporary sociological needs of Negiro Society. Are differences
in these areas of course specialization relative to sucdi variables
as regional location, size and type of control (public, private,
and church related schools), types of academic progirams offered,
types of degrees granted in sociology, size of faculty and student
body and age of school?
The researcher is also interested in the extent to idiich
the course offerings in the area of specialization seem to be
related to the trends in new course offerings in the larger colleges
and universities, as well as to the work being published in
professional Journals. Other points of interest concern the
comparisons which ml^t be made between the aforementioned variables
as found in Negro Colleges and the finding of other studies, where
such conparisons can be made without sacrificing objectivity.^
Nypotheaes,«~A number of hypotheses were tested by the chi-
square technique:
^It is noteworthy that most studies done in this area have
not included a representative number of Negro Colleges to reflect
adequately the Negro schools in their research findings. This con¬
clusion was reached as a result of noting a lack of published
studies which mentloi»d any of the Negro schools. A noteable ex¬
ception to this trend is the study by Simms and Callahan of Georgia
State College of Atlanta, Georgia. The Simms-Callahan study will be
discussed in the review of literature.
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1. As the size of the city In which Negro colleges and
universities are located varies, the frequency of
sociology course offerings will vary. A greater
number of course offerings will be found in institu¬
tions located in the larger cities.
2. As the type of control maintained over Negro colleges
and universities varies, the fzrequency of sociology
course offerings will vary. A greater number of
course offerings will be found in institutions under
secular control.
3. As the type of degree offered in sociology vaxles,
the frequency of sociology course offerings will
vary. A greater number of course offerings will be
found in institutions offering at least the bachelor's
degree in sociology.
U* As the level of academic program offered varies, the
frequency of sociology course offerings will vary.
Ihe greater number of course offerings will be found
in institutions offering the master's and/or second
professional degree and Ihe doctor of {Mlosophy and
equivalent degrees, rather than in institutions
offering only the bachelor's and/or the first pro-
fessioml degree.
As the age of the college or univerity varies, the
frequency of sociology course offering will vary. A
greater number of course offerings will be found in
the older institutions established for more than 75
6
Tears.
6. As the type of degree program offered varies, the
frequencqr of sociology course offerings will vary.
The greater number of course offerings will be
found in institutions offering degree programs in
teacher preparation, liberal arts, professional and
terminal-occupational xather than in those institu¬
tions offering only a teacher preparation program
or a combination of teacher preparation and liberal
arts.
7. As the regional location of Negro colleges and
universities varies, the frequency of sociology
course offerings will vazy. A greater number of
course offerings will be found in Institutions
located in the Northeast and North Central states,
than is the case in the South Atlantic and South
Central states.
8. As the size of the college or universities varies,
the frequency of sociology course offerings will
vazy. A greater number of course offerings will be
found in the institutions containing 1,000 or more
students than is the case in the smaller institutions.
The empirically observed and theoretically esqjected
frequencies required by the chi-square test are found in the
tables in Chapter IV where the research results are discussed.
Idmitations .—There are ceziiain aspects of this study
>diich may be viewed as limitations and which merit a point of
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commeat. One such lijnitation inherent in the methodological
approach taken Is In utilizing course listings in current catalogues
as a major source of data. The immediate and logical objection
idiich ml^t be raised is that this Is oeirtalnlj not a valid
empirical indicator of frequency of course offerings. That is,
one can assume that some colleges "pad** their catalogues; however,
there is no reason to believe that such padding would occur in one
category of sdiools with any greater frequency than in another, or
in one category of courses any more than in another. Also, many
sdiools list courses for which professors are lacking. 'While the
limitations are realized, these objections would seem to apply to
a research problem where the objective was to determine the degree.
rather than the kind of interest professional sociologists ex¬
pressed in certain course areas. For this purpose, "courses listed
in current college catalogues" would appear to be methodologically
sound as an Indicator of the kind of course Interests being ex¬
pressed. From this stuiy, it will be possible to determine idiere
specific courses are purportedly being taught, what the overall
sociological offerings are, and something about the image sociology
presents in various types and categories of schools.
Another aspect of the study idiich mi^t be considered a
limitation is that the sanqile is less than a one hundred percent
saii^>le. Only 70 out of a total of 82 Negro colleges and universities
were included in the statistical analj^is. This is due to the fact
that 12 schools to idiom requests for catalogues were sent did not
respond. In order to make the stuc|y as objective as possible cer¬
tain basic information on the 12 non-responding schools was obtained
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from yarlotis librarj sources, (The Negro and Higher Education In
the South, Southern Regional Education Board, Atlanta, Georgia,
Graduates of Predominantly Negro Colleges, United States Depart¬
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, Washixigton, D. C., 1966.
!Ihe question which may be raised with reference to the 12
non-responding schools is that there could possibly be a common
reason for their not responding and if so the results of the study
would be misglTing. Upon examining the basic information, there
were not common rariables whidi would suggest that such was the
case. The basic information describing the characteristics of the
non-respondent schools is discussed in Chapter III.
MethcdolGgy.—The present stu^y of sociology course offerings
of Negro Colleges and Universities was begun in 1967 and extended
through the summer of 1968. The study made use of catalogues for
the academic sciiool years of 1966-67 and 1967-68, respectively.
Only universities, colleges and teachers' colleges offering full
four-year curricula and/or at least some graduate courses and/or
a graduate degree in sociology were included in the sample. The
sample was selected by examining the following sources! (1) the
catalogues from the various Negro Institutions; (2) the Directory
of Negro Colleges and Universities; (3) the Education Directory
of Higher Education; (i^) those schools Identified by NORC, the U. S.
Department of labor and Institute of Higher Education as primarily
attended by Negroes. This latter source was the one used by
McGrath (1965).^
^Earl J. McGrath, The I^dominantly Negro College in
Transition (New York: Columbia University i^ess, 196^J,
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However, due to recent changes in the status of certain institutions,
it was necessary to consult either directly with certain schools
or indirectly through the use of library materials. LLbrazy
facilities of the Southern Re^onal Council and Southern Regional
Board of Education, both of Atlanta, Georgia, were also used.
The list of schools identified as predcmdxiantly Negro
four-year or graduate schools in the present study compares well
with those identified as the same in all the formentioned studies.
After the list had been determined, a catalogue was requested from
each institution. The catalogues were searched for courses listed
in the sociology department. If the institution had no sociology
department, its catalogue was searched for sociology courses listed
under the auspices of some other department. Junior colleges, two-
year normal schools and other professional schools were excluded.
This left a universe of 85 schools. Of these schools, 70,
or approximately 85 percent responded to the request for a catalogue.
The course category used for this study is the one publish¬
ed by the American Sociological Association with the exception of
the course categories ^Directed Studies" and "Thesis" which were
added. Where course listings did not correspond with the classifica¬
tion of the American Sociological Association, decisions were made
as to the appropriate category on the basis of the course descrip¬
tion. For example, all social work, social service, public welfare,
child welfare and social welfare Held work courses were lumped
together, not as sociology courses, but under the added classifica¬
tion of social work. A separate count of graduate courses was
kept. Courses in "The Southern Region" count as rural sociology.
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social institution courses count as comparative institutions, and
penology courses count as corrections courses* Courses in complex
organizations^ social systems and sociology of bureaucracy all
count as foiraal orgasxLzations, while role theory and personality
and social adjustment courses count as social psychology. Social
conflict courses are classified theory, and socio-economic develop¬
ment courses are classified as social organization. Reading and
conference, as well as senior seminar courses are listed under the
added classification for directed study. Dissertation course counts
as thesis, an added classification. Public opinion and propaganda
courses as mass communication, while social movements coarse counts
as social change. And finally, all anthropology, cultural
anthropology, ethnological studies, comparative cultures, linguistics
courses are lumped togeldier under the added classification of
anthropology, and listed to keep track of as supplementary courses
offered.
Ihe purpose of the stu<^, then, was to determine the type
of sociology programs being offered in the categories of institu¬
tions studied. In particular, this meant ascertaining the
statistically significant differences between course offerings and
several classifying variables used* These variables were treated
as Independent variables, and were as follows: (1) the size of
the city in whidi the school was located; (2) the type of control
maintained over the school; (3) the type of degree offered in
sociology} (ii) the level of the acadanic program offered; (5) the
age of the college or university; (6) the type of degree programs
offered within the institution; (7) the regional location of the
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sdiool; and (8) the size of the school. These variables are farther
defined in Chapter IV where the research results are discussed.
Utilizing frequency of course offerings as an empirical
indicator, it was possible to make comparisons of the following
variables: Northern versus Southern schoolsj church-related versus
public ixistitutionsj new versus old schoolsj those with graduate
programs versus those with undergraduate programs only; co¬
educational versus male or female institutions. The study also
made it possible to determine the relative frequency of course
offerings in the several categories recognized by professional
sociologists, thus making it possible to answer the questions:
VIhich kinds of schools are offering courses in race relations,
sociology of religion, statistics, theory, methodology, rural
sociology, urban sociology, marriage and family, population, social
psychology, criminology and delinquency and medical sociology?
With what frequency? What patterns are apparent and idxat gaps
appear?
Each of the courses was coded according to the various
classifications of the school where the course was found to be
offered. An IBM computer print-out generated the data required
for the analysts and was also used for the major calculations.
A chi-square technique was utilized to assess the null
hypothesis that there was no significant difference between the
observed and expected frequencies of course offerings among the
various categories of schools.
In cases where expected frequencies were too small t© be
tested by use of the chi-square technique, observations were made
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and conclusions were drawn by means of general inspections*
Related literature*—In reviewing the related literature,
several studies were found which seemed to have a direct bearing
on the present study* These studies, with one noteable exception,^
omitted in their samples a representative number of Negro schools*
Althou^ the focal point of the present study is the Negro
College, one of these studies in particular is nevertheless pertinent.
It was done by Raymond and Ruby Kennedy and appeared in the American
Sociological Review in 19h2m^
In 1939t while head of the Department of Sociology at
Vassar College, Raymond Kennedy attempted to ezpand the curriculum
in sociology and ran into a number of problems with members of the
faculty concerning the subject matter which appropriately could be
considered sociology. This debate led to a study whldi he conducted
in an attempt to settle the issue.
The study by the Kennedys' was begun in the latter part of
1939 and extended throu^ the summer of 19l^* It made use of
catalogues for the academic years 1939~19hP and 19liO-19iil, with
607 colleges included. The criteria for selection were as follows:
Only universities, colleges and teachers colleges
offering full four-year curricula were surveyed}
all courses listed in the \indergraduate sociology
departments were included. If an institution had
James C. Simms and Constance Callahan, "Sociology Course
Offerings at U. S. Universities and Colleges," Georgia State
College, unpublished mimeographed study, 1966*
2
Raymond and Ruby Kennedy, "Sociology in American Colleges,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. VII (October, 19li2).
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no sociology department, its catalogue was search¬
ed for sociology courses given under the auspices
of some other department, and these were also in¬
cluded. Junior colleges, two-year normal schools,
graduate schools, and other professional schools
were excluded. In a few Instances it was necessaxy
to omit othend.se acceptable institutions because
of inability to secure full information concerning
them.l
The Kennedys' study contained 65.1 percent (or 607) of all four-
year colleges as listed in the two most recent and extensive
directories of educational institutions in the United States at
that time—The Educational Directory and the Directory of Colleges
and Universities. The Kennedys* sought to answer sudi questions
as: How does the amount of sociology taught vary in different kinds
of colleges? What is the relative popularity of various types of
sociology courses in (a) the country as a whole, (b) the different
kinds of colleges and (o) colleges of different sizes? What is
the usual developmental pattern of courses as sociology departments
expand their offerings? For purposes of the Kennedys* study, the
nine census regions were combined into four large areas: (1) north¬
east, (2) middle west, (3) far west and (it) south. Analysis of the
relative amo\mt of sociology tau^t in colleges in these areas or
regions showed that the average number of such courses per college
was hipest in the far west (10,7), a bit lower in the middle west
(10.5) and lowest in the northeast and south (7.9) each. Kennedy
concluded however that the picture here could not be taken at face
value. Due to the fact that schools in the various regions vary
with reference to such variables as size and student composition.
^Ibid., p, 601.
one could not expect a region with many small schools to match the
quantity of courses with a region that has a larger proportion of
large schools. The Kennedys' also observed that co-educational
institutions were on the average larger than men’s or women's
sdiools and that non-sectarian institutions had a hi^er average
enrollment than denominational schools.
Western colleges as a whole easily outstripped those in
the south and northeast in average number of sociology courses
offered. The middle west was found to offer the larger number of
courses in sociology, while the northeast was found to offer the
fewest. It was found that the average number of courses offered
by an institution increased with size of school except in the north¬
east. The Kennedys’ believed this was due to the fact that several
medium-sized "old conservative" northeastern men's colleges had
not seen fit to introduce sociology into their tradition-bound
curricula.^
The average number of sociology courses per college was
reported to be hipest in co-educational institutions (9.9), lowest
in men’s schools (5.8) and intermediate in all girls* schools (8,9).
Here again one should consider relative size, for most of the
larger colleges are co-educational. The study also reveals that
sociology was given more emphasis in the newer sdiools than in the
older ones. In general, the western schools and women’s and co¬
educational schools, where sociology is most popular, were establish¬
ed much later than men’s colleges and those in the northeast. The
^Ibid., p, 662,
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Kenne<37s‘ study further reveals that the average number of sociology
courses was highest in non-sectarian schools (10.^), lowest in
Protestant (7*U) and intermediate in Catholic institutions (6,7)•
An attempt to assess the relative popularity of different
kinds of sociology courses was very difficult for the Kennedys'.
They concluded ultimately that "sociology is idiat sociologists
teach." Course titles tended to be so misleading that it was
necessary not only to search each catalogue for course titles but
for course descriptions as well. Many of the courses offered by
some schools still could not be placed properly under any previous
course category and had to be listed as deviating courses so far as
classifying them was concerned.
After classifying the courses, (a total of $,^hh) the
researchers sought out the rank order of each type of course offered
by all institutions combined. It was found that general sociology,
making up 11.7 percent of all courses, was the largest group. Social
problems ranked second in popularity, followed by marriage and the
family. These three stood out by far as the most popular, and
together constituted 29 percent of all courses then taught in the
country. The study showed that, after the first three courses, the
courses following were listed with somewhat lower frequencies.
Social work ranked l;th, criminology 5th, research methodology 6th
and social psychology 7th. This group constituted 22 percent of all
courses.
Rural sociology, anthropology, social theory, race and
ethnic groups, urban sociology and public welfare comprised frcmt
2 to U percent of all course listings. Wien added to the seven
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courses i^ldi were most frequently listed^ the thirteen courses
taken together included almost three-fourths of all sociology
tau^t in the country in undergraduate sociology departments. All
other 19 classifications are spread out over only one-fouiiih of
the total number of courses. The study showed that, of the four
main institutions in American society—the economic, the religious,
the political and the domestic—sociology concentrates heavily upon
only one, marriage and the family. The reason for this according
to the authors is that when sociology entered the college curricula
in the United States in the early 19CX)'s, marriage and family was
about the only area not then pre-empted by some previously establish¬
ed department.
The Kiexinedys' sought to assess the trend in sociology
courses from the time sociology was introduced into the American
college system up until their study was undertaken. At that time,
three previous studies had been made of the teaching of sociology
in colleges. Tolman's survey, made in 1902, L. L. Bernard's
analysis made in 1907, and Chapin's study of 1910 were all re-
interpireted by the Kennedys' and showed a rank ordering of courses
comparable to the Kennecfys’ study of 1939-lil.^
The 1902 study showed social theory ranking in third place,
«|hile research methods ranked much lower, next to last in the list.
Tolman, during the time of his study, felt that sociologists should
"develop sociology as a method of research." His advice proved to
*
be a prediction, and by 1907-1908 the area had risen to 5th place.
^Ibid.
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and in 1939>1|1 still ranked In 6th place. Changes In the economical^
political, and religious structure since the beginning of sociology
as a discipline in the United States have influenced the position
of rank for maxiy sociology courses. Although some courses have
held their ranks over a great period of time, many course areas
of the past no longer exist because they fill no practical purpose,
and at the same time, many new areas have been born. According to
the Eennedys', this is a reflection of the "newness" of sociology
as a science and also a reflection of its flexibility to change
with the social structure, and institutions of society.
The Kennedys' also observed that one finds a relative
underrepresentation of courses in race and ethnic groups and
community organization, and an unusual amount of attention being
given anthropology and social theory. In women's schools the
greater amount of interest is given social work, public welfare,
diild welfare and community organization.
A main point of interest brou^t out by the Kennedys' study
is that sociology course offerings in Negro Colleges are quite
different from those of ^ite schools. Even more striking is the
fact that several kinds of courses represented in white schools
were not taught in Negro Colleges. The leading course in Negro
schools is social work, even ranking above general sociology, which
stands second. The Kennedys' accredit this to the fact that
trained Negro sociologists could find their best opportunities in
social work among their own group. The third ranking course was
rural sociology, attributed to the fact that most Negroes lived
on the land. Race and ethnic groups stood equally high. Ihese four
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course areas represented the “big four" in Negro Colleges, together
comprising 36.8 percent of all courses in socLologsr, Other courses
of interest in Negro Colleges were social psychology, urban
sociology, social organization, statistics, social movements and
social history. Considerably less emphasis was given to marriage
and the family, social problans, criminology and research methods.^
Another study aimed at getting to the question, "What is
sociology?" was conducted fifteen years after the Kennedys' study.
While the two studies share many similarities in both methodology
and findiiags, there are particular aspects in each study which
merit noting. In 195U, Lawrence Podell, Martin Vogelfanger and
Roberta Rogers, of the City College of New Tork, decided to repeat
the study done by the Kennedys', making improvments in methodology
where possible. The study was entitled "Sociology in American
2
Colleges Fifteen Tears Later."
Using the Kennedys' definition of a universe, a one-fourth
random sample of relevant Institutions was drawn from the latest
catalogues, dating from 195U throu^ 1957* The sample for both
studies was similar except with regard to Catholic and Protestant
schools. In the Kennedys' study, the Catholic schools were under¬




Lawrence Podell, et al., "Sociology in American Colleges
Fifteen Tears Later," American Sociological Review, Vol. 2U
(February, 1959), 89-90.
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The data were tabulated according to sex of student bodf,
sponsorship, location and size of student body of the college.
In order that an objective comparison mi^t be made between the two
studies, (1939-1^2) and (l95U-57)» the latter research group decided
t© list marginal percentage distributions and all other information
in rank order as the former research team did. The Kennedys'
employed a rank-order system which did not permit direct comparison
with the latter study. The Kennedys' rank-order system of course
categories was translated into what was thought to be a more meaning¬
ful scheme. The ordering of course categories was not affected by
the change. The sociology courses listed in the catalogue were
coded according to the categories of the previous stucfy. Classifica¬
tion was based upon course description, not title. In some cases
of joint departments, it was necessary to omit certain courses
judged to be solely in the area of other disciplinesj for example,
a course on "finance” in a joint department of sociology and
economics was omitted. Also, excluded were courses lacking con¬
tent references, such as "conferences," "theses," or "seminars,"
when found in joint departmental catalogues,^
In comparing the 191+2 and 1957 date, it was found that the
hipest ranking courses in the 1957 study were general sociology,
social problems, marriage and the family, social work, criminology,
research methods and social psychology, respectively. Together,
these seven course areas constituted 5l percent of the total
sociology courses being taught in American colleges and universities
Raymond and Ruby Kennedy, op, cit.
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at that time. In 1957, these seven, but with anthropology replacing
research methods, constituted 52.3 percent of the total offerings.
The authors of the 19^ study attributed the rise in anthsropology
from the 9th place in 19i|.2 to the 10th place in 19Bh to the fact
that anthropology had developed into a separate discipline during
that time, let in many Institutions separate departments of
anthropology have not been developed to take anthropology out of
sociology. Thus, in the latter study, comparisons are being made
between one discipline (anthropology) and thirty-one subdivisions
of another discipline.
The research teams of both stuciies were dissatisfied with
the categories in vhich they seemed forced to place courses under
certain titles. Miereas, the Kennedys* used the rank order of
course titles, the latter group used categories and placed incJividual
course titles under various broad categories as determined from
course description.^
The 19$k study also shows that schools granting advanced
degrees offered a larger number of courses than did schools grant¬
ing just a Bachelor's or first professional degrees; however, there
were more schools granting just a Bachelor's degree than there were
schools granting Master's and/or a Doctor's degree.
W.th reference to sociology course offerings and sex of
student body, course offerings were largest in all-male institu¬
tions, intermediate in all-girl schools and lowest in co-educational
institutions.
^odell, Volgelfanger and Rogers, op. cit
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"Mhen total number of sociology courses was compared with
reference to the affiliation of the cx)llege, the figure revesded
that public schools offered the greatest number of courses, Pro¬
testant schools were second, private schools third, and Catholic
schools were lowest.
When corapaidng total number of course offerings with
reference to location of schools, (region of country) the figures
showed that the schools in the I&ddle West offered the largest
number of courses, the schools in the South were second, schools
in the Northeast third, and the far western schools were lowest.^
A comparison of the total number of sociology course
offerings by size of student bo(^ revealed that schools with student
bodies between 1,000 to U»$99 offered the largest number of courses,
schools with student bodies of $00 and over were second, schools from
0 to h99 third and schools from $00 to 999 were the lowest.
There were 3»763 courses open to uncJergraduate students
listed in the 263 catalogues in the 19$$ study. “Applications”
was the most frequently cited course, closely followed by courses
in "social problems," and "social welfare and reform," together
they accounted for k2 percent of all undergraduate sociology courses.
Courses in "anthropology," "tools of the trade," "introductory,"
"social processes," "social psychology" and "community and religional
sociology," together constituted another 36.7 percent of the total.
The study of 19$h concluded that the further removed was
the subject matter from the discipline of sociology (as defined in
^id., p. 9h-
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introductory texts under such topics as "science” and "value judge¬
ment”) the more were the courses offered by departments of sociology,^
In 1961, Eichard Simpson at the University of North
Carolina, attempted to assess some trends and the amount of em¬
phasis devoted to different specialities within the field since
World War II. He decided upon this study after noting that, since
the war, sociology has grown in the number of courses taugjit, the
amount of research done and the number of people who make their
living as sociologists. The source of information used to assess
trends included fields of interest listed by members in the
American Sociological Association directory, papers read at annual
meetings of the Association, papers published in the American
Sociological Review and course listings in college catalogues.
The American Sociological Association, in preparing its
directory of members, asks each member to "report a maximum of
three sociological fields in which they were qualified to teach or
to do research.” These fields of interest were listed first by
active members and Fellows in the 1959 directory, grouped by time
periods in which members completed their highest degrees. Thus,
Simpson was able to determine the rise and fall of interest in the
various fields of interest. He did this on the assumption that
fields more likely to be listed by older sociologists were declining
in relative emphasis. This study covered a time period extending
from 1950 to 1959 and was divided into two smaller time periods,
1950-1951i. and 1955-1959. Comparisons between the two sub-groups
^Ibid., p. 65.
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are made from time to time to note trends,
Simpson defined expanding fields as those which were cited
by a higher proportion of both the 1950-5U and 1955-59 Eh.D’s than
any of the preceding groups, and declining fields as those listed
by proportionately fewer Fh.D's in both time periods than in any
of the three earlier groups. Simpson's study showed that most
declining fields had declined only relatively, not absolutely. In
terns of absolute numbers of listings, nearly all fields were ex¬
panding, since the number of degrees awarded each year had grown
tremendously. Of the 1,957 sodGlogists covered in the Simpson
study, 1,119 or 57#2 percent had received their hipest degrees in
1950 or later. Using his definition of expanding and declining
fields, the study revealed that social organization, medical
sociology, and research methods, of the 23 course categories used,
had expanded continuously, with each succeeding period showing an
increase over the preceding period. Five of the 23 fields were
declining. Race and ethnic groups and social disorganization
showed a continuous decline, marriage and family reached its peak
in 1935-Ui and showed a continuous decline thereafter. Community
organization and theory also decLined. The remaining l5 fields
could not be classified as declining or expanding in a clear-cut
manner. Four fields were classified as inconsistently expanding
and four as inconsistently declining.
The second measurement used to assess the trend in the 23
fields was the number of papers read at annual meetings of the
American Sociological Association covering the three post war
periods, (191^6-1*9, 1951-54 and 1955-59) ♦ For this criterion.
2U
Simpson defined a field as expanding if its proportiGnate share of
papers had idsen in each succeeding period, and as declining if its
proportion had fallen in each succeeding period. By this definition,
four fields were expanding: social organization, military sociology,
medical sociology and educationaO. sociology. The four declining
fields were: demography, race and ethnic groups, social disorganiza¬
tion and international relations. The remaining lU fields were
either represented by too few papers to allow for adequate inter¬
pretation or showed inconsistent or for the most parts fairly un¬
changing patterns,^
The third criterion used by Simpson to assess trends in
the various areas was the number of papers published in the
American Sociological Review during the postwar periods. The
definition of expanding and declining was the same as used for
papers read at meeting of the association meetings. By this
criterion, the expanding fields were: social organization, medical
sociology, sociology of religion and methods. The declining fields
were: sociology of work and industry, demography, race and ethnic
relations and international relations. The remaining fields either
showed inconsistency in patterns or were represented by too few
papers to allow meaningful interpretation,
Simpson also wanted to compare his method of assessing
trends with those used by other research teams in various studies
attempting to •’get at” similar information. In doing so he
^Ibid., pp, it60-li6l.
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summarized the findings for the three postwar periods covered in
his study and compared them with tabulations of course offerings
in samples of sociology departments, as reported by Raymond and
Ruby Kennedy in 19li2,l and by Podell, Vogelfanger and Rogers for
1957*^ The comparison revealed that the college courses given
in sociology did not reflect the interests of those who taught
them. The rank order of fields by courses offered differed considerably
from the rank order based on directory listings and papers read and
published.
The strongest gains in course offerings between 19U2 and
1957 were made in the areas of social organization, sociology of
work and industry, criminology and race and ethnic groups. The
sharpest declines were seen in the areas of social work, methods,
educational sociology and social disorganization. Further
comparisons of papers read or published and directory listings re¬
vealed that there were no relationships between the two methods
used to assess trends, neither in popularity of course offerings,
nor in trends of course areas. Simpson concluded that trends in
papers read and published run more nearly opposite than parallel to
trends in courses offered.
In 1966, Simms and Callahan, at Georgia State College in
"hls^ond smd Ruby Kennedy, "Sociology in American Colleges,”
American Sociological Review, Vol, 7> (October, 19U2).
Podell, Vogelfanger and Rogers, "Sociology in American
Colleges Fifteen Years Later," American Sociological Review,
Vol. 2h, (Februaiy, 1959).
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Atlanta, completed a study entitled "Sociology Course Offerings at
United States Universities and Colleges."^ The purposes of the
study were to deterndns the types of sociology programs then
currently offered in various categories and in various schoolsj
and to determine the statistically significant difference in sudh
offerings. The schools were classified by category (type of de¬
grees offered) and by type (liberal arts, teacher traixiing) in
accordance with the United States Office of Education Classifica¬
tion System, They were also classified by regional location, size
and type of control (public, private and church-related institu¬
tions). Sociology courses were determined by examining college
catalogues in accordance with the classification of the American
Sociological Association. Other classifications included student
composition (co-educational, male only, female only, age of school)
and, if in an urban location, the size of the dty in which the
school was located. Separate course offerings in social work were
also determined* This study made it possible to determine the
relative frequency of course offerings in the several categories
recognized by professional sociologists. Thus, questions of the
following order were answered: Which scdaools were offering courses
in race relations, sociology of religion, statistics, theory,
methodology, rural or urban sociology, marriage and the family,
population, social psyciiology, criminology, delinquency and medical
James C. Simms and Constance Callahan, "Sociology Course
Offerings at U. S, Universities and Colleges," Georgia State
College, unpublished study, 1966.
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sociology? "What patterns were apparent and what gaps appeared?
A universe of eleven hundred schools was deterniined after
excluding certain categories Judged to be irrelevant to the stucfy.
Excluded were junior colleges, technical and vocational schools,
seminaries and unaccredited four-year schools which would have
otherwise qualified to have been included in the sample* From the
universe of eleven hundred schools, 208, or 95 percent of the
sample of 220 was obtained. These 209 responses were coded together
with the data obtained from college catalogues. An IBM computer
print-out generated the data required for the statistical analysis,
A chi-square technique was utilized to assess the null h3rpothesis
that there was no significant difference between the observed and
expected frequencies of course offerings among the various categories
of schools.
The chi-square values obtained were found to be significant
at the *05 level for all categories of schools except for the
comparison made between the Catholic and non-Catholic church-re¬
lated schools* liilbsn all church-related schools (Catholic and non-
Catholic) were compared to non-church related secular ixostitutions,
it was found that the secular institutions offered a greater number
of sociology courses than their proportion in the sample would
theoretically suggest. This was also true with regard to the
regional comparisons made, as well as with regard to size and age
of school, and type of program offered. The larger proportion of
course offerings in sociology were found at the older and larger
schools in the North Central and Western regions, particularly at
those schools offering graduate programs in sociology*
CH/LPTER II
DESGRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
Table 1 shows the number and percentage of Negro Colleges
and Universities studied by denominational affiliation. As
indicated by Table 1, the Methodists were found to have the largest
number of schools represented, 17 out of 31 or percent. Uiere
was a tie for second place between the Baptists and ’'Other Pro¬
testants,"^ each of which were found to have five schools or 16.1
percent of the total number of schools studied. !n3lrd place went
to the Presbyterians, represented by a total of three schools or
9.7 percent of the total number of schools studied. The Catholic
schools placed fourth, with only one school or 3*2 percent of the
total number of schools studied. There were no Lutheran schools
in the san^le. The Jewish category was omitted due to the fact
that there are few Negro Jews in the United States, and no "Negro
Jewish" schools.
It is evident that among church affiliated schools the
Methodist schools are bearing the greatest load of the eciucatlonal
burden in the Negro academic community. With the ma;}orlty of
^The category "Other Protestants" included the following
groups# Society of Friends (Quakers), Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon), Seventh Day Adventist, Chris¬
tian Church (Disciples of Chrtst), Church of Christ, United Church
of Christ Evangelical and Reform, Church of United Brethren in




Negroea being Baptist, one would generallj esspect t© find the
majority of Negro churcdi-related schools falling into this category.
That the Baptist schools are not the greatest in number, but
rather the Methodist, is perhaps attributable to the fact that,
among Negroes, the socio-economic and educational level of the
Methodists is higher than that of other Negro Protestants,
especially that of the Baptists,
TABLE 1













Other Protestants 5 16,13
Totals 31 99.91
Directory of Neg^ Colleges and Universities. Plans for
Progress, Washington, D, G,, March, 19^7,
Another point of interest with regard to denominational
affiliation is the fact that the ties between the '•VJhite** Methodist
Church and that of the "Negro” Methodist Church have been perhaps
30
closer than any other "White-Black** church group in America. Hence,
the Negro Methodist schools have been able to secure financial
support greater than that secured by Negro Baptist schools#
After the Civil War, many Negro church-related schools
were staurted by white religions from both the North and the South#
Many of these schools have since closed while others have grown
into colleges. Today there are 5l church-related Negro colleges
located in the fifteen Southern and Northern states, some dating
back a hundred jrears and more#^ Thirty-one of the 5l church-re¬
lated sdiools were included in the study, which represented i4i#28
percent of the total number studied. It would seem that Negro
hi^er education at the present is controlled to a considerable
extent by religious denominations. Forty percent of all church-
related Negro institutions of hi^er learning were found to be
either non-accredited or offering work only on the junior college
level. How curricula is influenced by religious orientation will
be discussed in a following section of this paper#
Type of Control,—Table 2 shows Negro Colleges and
tlniversitles studied by t3rpe of control#^ Tied for first place
with reference to type of control are state and church-related
schools, each having 31 schools or Ui;,28 percent of the total
population# Combined they make up 62 schools of the total of 70
^The Negro and Higher Education in the South, Southern
Regional Educational Board, Atlanta, Georgia, 196?,
Educational Directory (Part 3), Washington, D, C, (Depart¬
ment of Health, Education and WeKare, 1966), p, 9#
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studied or 68«56 percent of the total Negro Colleges and Universities
studied. The category with the next highest number of schools re¬
presented is that of private schools, with 7 or 10 percent of the
total number of schools studied. There was one school under the
control of the District of Columbia Ciovsmment.
TiBLE 2









District ContTOl (Public) 1 1.U3
State Controlled (Public) 31 W*.28
County-Controlled (Public) 0
Municipal Control (Public) 0
Private (Private) 7 10.00






Education Directory (Part 3)j Washington, D. G., (Depart¬
ment of Health Education and Welfare, 1966), p. 9.
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CJategories for which there are no Negro schools include
Territorial Control (public), County Controlled (public). Municipal
Controlled (public), IMGA. operated (private), and Interdenominational
(diurdi-related) •
Negro private schools are relatively rare. This can be
explained in part by the fact that most Negro schools were started
by white organizations and have had to rely upon whites for support,
thus remaining dependent,^
When the number of Church-Related sdxools is compared with
the state controlled schools one finds that the Church-Related
schools share an almost equal amount of the educational burden in
the Negro educational conmunity.
Age of Schools.—Table 3 describes Negro Colleges and
Universities studied by age. Schools falling in the age category
**75 years old and over* represent U? schools or 70 percent of the
total number of schools studied. Schools falling in the age
category “under 75 years old* represent 21 schools or 30 percent
of the total sdiools studied. The category with the smallest
number of schools was that of schools founded between 191^0-1965
(or those less than 25 years old). Only two schools are represent¬
ed in this category.
Most Negro schools of hi^er education were founded directly
after the Civil War which accounts for the fact that most Negro
Educational Directoiy (Part 3), Washington, D.C. (Depart¬




schoels fall in the category of being over 75 years old. There
has been little expansion in terms of numbers in Negro higher
educational institutions since that time. This is indicated by
Table 3.
table 3









25 years or less 19UO-1965 2 2.86
26-75 years 1890-1939 19 27.Hi
Over 75 years Founded Be¬
fore 1890 U9 70.00
Totals • 70 100.00
Degrees in Sociology.—Table U shows the number of schools
relative to types of degrees offered in sociology. There are only
two categories of schools, those offering no degree and those offer¬
ing at least one undergraduate degree in sociology.^
Size of School.—Table 5 shows the number of schools falling
into two categories with reference to size. Those schools having
The number of Negro Colleges and Universities offering
advanced degrees in sociology was too few to establish a separate
category (Master's and above). Therefore schools offering any de¬
gree in sociology are combined into one group including B.S.^
H.S.y and Ih.D.
3h
an enrollment of less than 1,000 are classified as small, those vith
an enrollment of over 1,000 are classified as large. Thus, UO or
57.lU percent of the schools are classified as small, with 30 or
U2.86 percent classified as largeMost of the schools classified
as small are Church-Related, whereas most of the schools classified
as large are state supported (public).
TABLE U








No Majors Offered in
Sociology 15 21,h3
Undergraduate and/or Graduate
Degrees Offered 55 78.57
Totals 70 100.00
*The number of Negro colleges and universities offering
advanced degrees in sociolog7 was too few to establish a separate
category (Master's and above). Therefore schools offering any de¬
gree in sociology are combined into one group, including B.S.,
M,S., and Ph.D.
^he range of enrollment in Negro Colleges and Universities




NEGRO OOLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BY SIZE OF










Small (Less than 1,000) Uo 57 .Ul
Large (Over 1,000) 30 1^2.86
Total 70 100.00
The range of enrolliaent in Negro colleges and universities
is so small that it is meaningless to differentiate more than has
been done here.
Sex (Male or Female or Coed).--Table 6 shows number of
schools studied by categories with reference to student body com¬
position by sex: male, female and coed. Table 6 shows that 6?
or 95«71 percent of the schools were coed, 2 sdiools or 2.86 per¬
cent are female, and 1 or I.I43 percent is male. The fact that there
are so few private Negro schools may account for the small number
of all male or all female schools for Negroes. The two female
sdiools are Bennett College of Greensboro, North Carolina, and
Spelman College of Atlanta, Georgia. Tto all-male school is More¬
house College of Atlanta, Georgia. Morehouse, Bennett and Spelman
are the only three non-coed Negro Colleges in the country.
Size of the City.—Table 7 shows the number of Negro colleges
and universities with reference to the size of city in which they are
located. The classification of cities with reference to population
36
Is based on the classification sdiame used by the Bureau of the
Census in I960.
TABLE 6
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BY STUDENT











NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BY SIZE OF






Less than 2^00 (Rural) 13 18.57
2^00-25,000 (Small City) 15 21.1i3
25,000-100,000 (Medium City) Hi 20.00
100,000-500,000 (Large City) 21 30.00
Above 500,000 (Metropolis) 7 10.00
Totals 70 100.00
Population data obtained from current census reports,
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Twenty-one or 30.00 percent of the schools studied were
located in large cities, having a population between 100,000 and
500,000, 15 or 21.1i3 percent in small cities, having a population
between 2^00 and 25,000, llj. or 20.00 percent in medium size cities,
having a population between 25,000 and 100,000, 13 were located
in rural areas or places having less than 2,500 inhabitants, while
7 or 10.00 percent were located in a metropolis or in areas having
over 500,000 inhabitants.^
level of Academic Programs Offered.—Table 8 shows the
number and percent of sdiools classified by level of academic pro¬
gram offered.^ Fifty-one percent of the schools are listed as level
II, 18 or 25.7 as level III, and/or l,k percent as level IV. Level
1 schools were not included in this study^ therefore, there are
none listed.
Regional Location.—Table 9 shows number and percentage of
Negro colleges by region of the country. The regions used for the
classification are the same as used by the United States Census
Bureau, Thirty-five or 50 percent of the schools studied were
located in the South Atlantic region, 1? or 2U.28 percent were in
the East South Central, 13 or 18.77 were in the West South Central,
2 each in the East North Central and the Middle Atlantic regions and
only 1 in the West North Central, There were no Negro schools located
in the New England, the Mountain or the Pacific areas.
^Population Data obtained from the Bureau of Census, I960,
2
Educational Directory, Washington, D. C. ( U.S. Departanant
of Health Education and! Welfare, 1966), p. 1.
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TABLE 8







II. Only the bachelor's
and/or first professional
degree 51 72.9
III. Master's and/or second
professional degree 18 25.7
IV. Doctor of philosophy and
equivalent degrees 1 l.h
Totals 70 100.00
^Education Directory, Washington, D, C. (U,S. Department
of Health Education and Welfare, 1966), p. 1,
TABLE 9







South Atlantic 35 50.00
East South Central 17 2U.28
West South Central 13 18.77
East North Central 2 2.86
West North Central 1 l.k3












Table 10 shows the number of Negro colleges by types
of degree programs offered. The fact that 35 or 50 percait offer
only liberal arts or teacher’s degrees reflects the fact that at
the beginning of higher education in the United States the most
open field to Negroes as professionals was teaching, or such re¬
lated areas of preachers. These two professions were the basic
principles for whidi Negro colleges were founded.
TABLE 10







1 II. Liberal arts and general 1 1.U3
2 III. Liberal arts and general,
and terminal-occupational 2 2.86








k V. liberal arts and general,
and teacher prep. 35 50.00
5 VI. Liberal arts and general,
and teacher prep., and
terminal occupational 16 22.86
6 VII. liberal arts and general,
with 1 or 2 professional
schools 6 8.57
7 vni. Liberal arts and general
with 3 or more professional
sdiools 9 12.86
*
Education Directory. Part 3» Washington, D, C, ( U. S,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966), p» 2«
!I^rpe one was inapplicable for this study therefore omitted.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF NEGRO COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES NOT RESPONDING*
level ef Program.—Table 11 defines the meaning of "Level,"
and shows the number and percent of schools not responding bj level
of academic program offered. Most of these schools, proportionately
fall into the same level category as did the responding schools.
There were no level III schools and only 1 level IV which represents
only 8.3 percent of the total responding.
Denominational Affiliation.—Table 12 shows the number and
percent of non-respondent schools falling into the various
denominational categories. The table shows that k or 33*3 percent,
of these schools were not church-related, as compared to 39» or 55.71
percent, of the responding schools which fall in this category.
There were 2, or 16.7 percent, classified as other Protestant; 3 or
25 percent. Baptist; 2 or 16.7 percent, Methodist; and, 1 or 8.3
percent classified as Presbyterian. There were no Catholic or
Lutheran schools in this group.
Hie re were 12 schools for which basic information was not
available via means of a college catalogue. The basic information
for these schools was gatne^ed tnrough means of library researdi.
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n* Only the bachelor's and/or
first professional degree 11 91.7
HI* Master's and/or second pro¬
fessional degree 0 o•o
IV* Doctor of philosophy and
equivalent degrees 1 8.3
Totals 12 100.0
Education Directory^ Washington, D. G», ( U« S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966), p* 1*
TABLE 12




















Other Protestant 2 16,7
Not Church Related (Public/Private) U 33.3
Totals 12 100.0
^Directory of Negro Colleges and Universitiesj Plans for
Progress, Washington, D. G., March, I967.
Types of Degree Program«—Table 13 shows the number and per¬
cent of schools not responding by type of degree program offered.
Five or 111*? percent of these schools offered primarily teacher
preparation degree programs (Tj^pe IV)j 3 or 25 percent offered
liberal arts and general teacher preparation degree programs (Type
V); 2 or l6.7 percent offered liberal arts, general teacher
preparation and terminal occupational degree programs (Type VI),
Only 1 or 8,3 percent offered liberal arts and general (Type II
programs), The same number and percent were found for schools
offering liberal arts, general, and terminal occupational type
programs. There were no Type VII, VIII, IX, or XI schools in this
group. Table lit shows 11 or 91.8 percent of the schools offer at
least an undergraduate and/or graduate degree in sociology, while
1 or 8.3 percent offered no degree in sociology.
hh
TABLE 13
HEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES MOT RESPONDING BY TYPES






II. Liberal arts and general 1 8.3
III* LLbez^l arts and general and
tezmlnal-occupatlonal 1 8*3
IV, Primarily teacher prep. 5 ia.7
V, Liberal arts and general and
teacher prep. 3 25.0
VI* Liberal arts and general, and
teacher prep, and terminal-
occupation 2 16.7
VII, Professional only 0 —
VIII* Professional and teacher prep. 0 —
n. Professional and terminal-
occupation 0 ...
X, Liberal arts and general, with
1 or 2 professional schools 0 ...
XI, liberal arts and general with
3 or more professional schools 0 —
Totals 12 100.0
Education Directory Fart 3, Washington, D. C. (U, S,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966), p. 2*
Size of Clty««-»Table lU shows the number and percent of
schools by size of city In which located. The majority, as was the
case with the responding schools, are located in large cities or
areas having a population ranging between 100,000 and 500,000j Ij. or
33.3 percent, of the schools fall int© this category. Three or 2^
percent are located in small cities or areas having a population
ranging between 2,500 and 25,000; and the same number of non¬
responding colleges is located in medium size cities having a
population ranging between 25,000 and 100,000, Rural (less than
2,500) and metropolitan (over 500,000 inhabitants) areas are
responsible for one non-responding school eacdi,
TA.BLE li;
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES NOT RESPONDING BY







Less than 2500 (Rural) 1 8.3
2500-25,000 (Small City) 3 25.0
25,000-100,000 (Medium City) 3 25.0
100,000-500,000 (Large City) k 33.3
Above 500,000 (Metropolis) 1 8.3
Totals 12 100.0
Population data obtained from current census reports.
Age of School,—Table l5 shows that 7 or 58,3 percent of the
non-responding schools fall into the category of being over 75 years
old. This trend is also seen in age of the responding schools. Five
or ljl,7 percent were founded between I89O and 1939 or range in age
1^6
from 26 to 7^ years old. No schools founded between 19l|0 and 1965
were in the non-responding groupj again, these figures are ocanparable
to those of the responding group with regard to age.
TiBLE 15
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES NOT RESPONDING









25 years or loss 19UO-1965 0 —
26-75 years 1890-1939 5 ia.7
Over 75 years Prior to 1890 7 58.3
Totals 12 100,0
Size of School.—Table 16 shows number and percent of
sdbools not responding with reference to size of student body.
Five, or 66.7 percent, of these schools are classified as small or
having a student body of less than 1,000 idiile It, or 33.3 percent,
are listed as large or having a student body of over 1,000.
T^e of Control.—Table 17 shows the number and percent of
schools not responding by type of control. Ei^t, or 66.7 percent,
were church-related; 3j or 25 percent, wore state controlled; and
1 was listed as private. No other control types were among this
group.
Not shown in the tables for non-responding schools are
tables with reference to regional location and student composition.
This was due to the fact that they were all located in the Southern
region, and were all coeducational.
T4BLE 16
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES NOT RESPONDING BT










Small (Less than 1,000) 8 66.7
Large (Over 1,000) 33.3
Totals 12 100.0
*The range of enrollment in Negro colleges and universities
is so small that it is meaningless to differentiate more than has
been done here.
TABLE 17
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES NOT RESPONDING BT







No Majors Offered in Sociology 1 8.3
Undergraduate and/or Graduate
Degrees Offered 11 91.8
Totals 12 100.0
*The number of Negro colleges and universities offering
advanced degrees in sociology was too few to include as a separate
category (Master's and above). Therefore schools offering any de¬
gree in sociology are combined into one group including B.S., M.S.,
and Fh.D.
Table 18 shews that 66*7 percent of the Negro schools of
hi^er edacation are religious denominational (church-related).
This reflects the fact that during this time most of them were founded
by religious groups. This also points out the fact that during
their origin the primary function of a college education was to pre¬
pare one for religious missions. Also at that time there was a
great deal of "religion” taught in the schools. Another point of
interest is that the states have not done very mucsh about carrying
out their responsibility in providing educational facilities for the
Negro element of society.
TABLE 18








Territorial Government Control (Public) 0
District Control (Public) 0 ——
State Controlled (Public) 3 25,0
County-Controlled (Public) 0 —-
Municipal Control (Public) 0 ——
Private (Private) 1 8,3




Type ©f Nuniber of Percentage
Control Schools of Total
Interdenominational (Church-
Related) 0 tm mmmm
Totals 12 100,0
^Education 13irectory Part 3i Waabington^ D, C., ( U, S*
Department ef Healthy Education and Welfare, 1966), p. 9*
CHAPTER 17
RESEARCH RESULTS
Twenty-five of the forty course areas in sociology recognized
by the American Sociological Association were selected for analysis*
The areas chosen were of central importance to the discipline as
indicated by frequency of offering. These twenty-five couMe areas
resulted in seventeen course categories after certain combinations
were made for closely allied courses. Thus^ courses in race relatiens
and minorities were combined; so, also were courses in population
and ecology and courses in criminology, corrections, and juvenile
delinquency. This procedure facilitated the statistical analysis
presented in this chapter*
Size of City,—Table 19 shows observed and expected frequencies
of selected sociology courses for Negro colleges and universities by
size of city in idiich located.
Using census data, cities were classified according to size
of population. The schools were designated as being located in one
of the following categories: (1) rural (less than 2,^00); (2) small
sized cities (2,^00-25,000); (3) medium sized cities (25,000-100,000);
(U) large cities (100,000-500,000); and (5) metropolis (above 500,
000),
Due to the insufficient size of expected frequencies with re¬
ference to medical sociology, gerontology and mass communication, tests
of significance could not be made in these areas*
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TABLE 1$
OBSERTED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY GOURSES
FOR NBSRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BT SIZE OF CHY
IN WHICH LOCATED**'



















& Genaotology 1 1.7 0 1.9 2 1.8 6 3.6 Too Small
Political Sociology 0 0.2 1 0.2 0 0.2 0 o.it Too Small
Urban Sociology 7 9.1 10 10.5 9 9.8 23 19.6 l.l61t N.S.
Rural Sociology 5 5.6 9 6.h 6 6.0 10 12.0 l.lt21 N.S.
Race Relations &
Minorities 12 13.k 13 l5.lt lit llt.5 33 28.8 2lt.8^0 s .05
Social "Wbric lU 19.3 15 22.3 9 20.8 66 iil.6 0.655 N.S.
Sociology of
Religion 1 1.9 2 2.1 2 2.0 5 it.o Too Small
Ecology and
Population 7 8.0 6 9.2 7 8.6 23 17.2 2.270 N.S.























Delinquency III II1.I 18 16.3 15 15.2 29 3O.l1 1.1j33 N.S.
Mass Communications 0 0.9 1 1.1 1 1.0 3 2.0 Too Small
Marriage and Family 15 111. 9 16 17.1 16 16.0 33 32.0 3.67 n.s.
Elementary & Advanced
Statistics h 6.1 5 7.1 li 6.6 20 13.2 5.873 s .05
Methodology 9 9.3 7 10.7 8 10.0 26 20.8 1.090 n.s.
Anthropology 16 19.3 13 22.3 12 20.8 63 26.1; 1.078 N.s.
Theory & Bistoiry of
Social Thought 11 9.7 10 ll.li 8 10.U 23 ljl.6 19.1^ s .05
Social Problems &
Social Disorganiza¬
tion 13 12.3 111 II1.I 10 13.2 29 20.0 3.9I16 s .05
*I « less than 2$00 (Rural)j II *= 2^00-25,000 (Small City); in » 25,000-100,000 (Medium City);
IV » 100,000-500,000 (Large City) and V = Above 500,000 (Metropolis)*
N/C » Number of Courses
O/Z = Observed and Expected
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Course areas showing statistical significance at the five
percent level with reference to the size of the city in which the
schools were located were: race relations and minorities, elementary
and advanced statistics, theory and history of social thougiht, and
social problems and social disorganization.
As shown by Table 19, the large chi square with reference to
race relations and minorities was found to be due to the fact that
sdiools located in categories I (Rural Areas) and II (Small Cities)
are not offering the number of courses in this areas that their
proportion in the sample would suggest. Schools in Category III
(Medium Sized Cities) are offering slightly more than ml^t be ex¬
pected. Schools located in areas falling in categories IV and V
(Large Cities and/or Metropolis), respectively, are offering a
larger number of courses in the area of race relations and minorities
than would be expected theoretically on the basis of their proportion
of the sample* There were twenty-seven schools, ccmiprising forty
percent of all Negro colleges and universities studied, located in
these two categories - IV (Cities having been 100,000 and 500,000
inhabitants) and V (Cities having above 500,000 inhabitants)*
A possible interpretation of the relationship observed between
course offerings in race relations and the size of the city in which
the school was located has to do with the involvement of schools in
a myriad of problems associated with race* With greater involvement,
it would follow that there would be greater interest in such courses
and hence a greater demand.
A statistically significant relationship was found between
the classifying variable, size of city and course offerings in
elementary and advanced statistics. Schools located in 3niral areas
and small cities (254OOO-IOO4OOO inhlbitants) were not found to be
offering the number of courses in statistics idilch mi^t be
theoretically e^cted on the basis of the proportion of the sample
which these sdtxools comprised and the number of such courses idxLch
were offered. To the contrary, schools in the larger metropolitan
areas (100,000 to 500,000 and above 500,000 Inhabitants) were found
to be offering almost twice the number of such courses theoretically
expected*
It should be noted that the theoretical expectations mentioned
throughout this and succeeding chapters refer to the frequencies ex¬
pected on the basis of the proportion of schools within a given
categ03ry and the total number of courses offered within a given course
area. The logic is consistent with the logic of the Chi Square
technique and contends that these proportions should approximately
match.
With reference to the course area, theory and the history of
social thou^t, a trend was found contrary to that detected in the
case of courses in statistics. Schools in the larger metropolitan
areas were found to be offering only slightly more than half the
number of courses their proportion in the sample would suggest* Only
twenty-three courses in theory and the history of social thou^t
were offered, whereas forty-two were expected* At the same time,
these schools seemed to be giving twice the emfdiasis to courses in
statistics than would be theoretically expected.
A possible explanation for this observed pattern ml^t be
the interest of students in the larger metropolitan az^as in more
•practical* course areas. Thus, courses in social problems and race
relations were found to be stressed in schools in the larger
metropolitan areas. This mi^t be a reflection of the student
activism and involvement typically found in the schools in larger
cities. Courses in social thou^t tend to stress the need for a
contemplative and reflective attitude, rather than the attitudes of
the activist. Courses in theory could be taught in the separate
courses in the several areas of sociology, rather than in a separate
•theory* course.
A significant relationship at the .05 level was also observed
with regard to the number of courses offered in social problems and
social disorganization and the classifying variable-size of city.
This reiationi^ip proved to be an interesting one. As Table 19
indicates, a Chi Square of 3.9^6 was observed. Schools located in
rural areas and the smallest cities were found to be offering
approximately’ 'the number of courses in social problems and social
disorganization as their proportion in ■tiie sample would suggest.
Schools located in cities having between 25,000 and 100,000
inhabitants were not found to offer the number of courses esqjected.
The greatest difference, thou^, between what was observed and what
was expected was found with regard to schools loca'bed in large cities
and in metropolitan areas. Twenty-nine courses were observed in
schools located in 'these latter two categories while they were ex¬
pected to offer only ’twenty. It might be suggested -that perhaps •this
is partly due to the uns’table and restless character of the larger
cities as opposed to ’the relative stability and unity found in smaller
areas. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that 'the nature of -the areas
%
in vhich a school is located at least to some extent influences the
academic interests expressed in certain course areas.
Type of Control.—Table 20 shows observed and expected
frequencies of selected sociology courses for Negro colleges and
universities by type of control for 39 secular and 31 church-related
institutions•
With regard to this classifying variable, the data originally
were distributed over a number of categories. These are shown in
Table 20 where the sample is described. iXie to the insufficient size
of the resulting esqjected frequencies, however, certain categories
were collapsed. A dichotomy of secular versus church-related
institutions resulted.
Still, it was not possible to test for significance of
relationship between several course areas and the secular versus
church-related dichotomy. The reason for this was that expected
frequencies were of insufficient size. The course areas so affected
were medical sociology and gerontology, political sociology, mass
communications and the sociology of religion.
However, four course areas were found to be significant. Kie
course areas showing significance related to type of control were
urban sociology, social work, anthropology and theory and the history
of social thought.
An inspection of Table 20 shows that secular sdiools are
offering more courses in urban sociology than their proportion in
the sample would suggest. Secular Institutions were observed to
offer thirty-five such courses, while their proportion in the
sample led to the theoretical expectation of only twenty-seven.
TABLE 20
OBSERVED MD EXPECTED PREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY COURSES FDR
MBGRO COLLEGES AM) UNIVERSITIES BY TYPE OF CONTROL FOR 39











Gerontology 7 5.0 2 luO Too Small
Political Sociology 0 0.6 1 O.ii Too Small
Urban Sociology 3$ 27.3 lii 21.7 U.90U S .0^
Rural Sociology 20 16.7 10 13.3 l.ij59 N.S.
Race Relations &
Minorities kQ ho.l 2h 31.9 3.500 N.S.
Social Tflfork 83 57.9 21 U6,l 2it.lt68 s ,05
Sociology of Religion 6 5.6 h Too Small
Ecology and Population 29 2I+.0 Ik 19.lt 2.397 N.S.
Social Psychology 30 28,li a 22.6 0.200 N.S.
Criminology and
Juvenile Delinquency lt8 h2,3 28 33.7 1.707 N.S.











Marriage and Family li9 31 35.1; 0.991; N.S.
Elementaiy and
Advanced Statistics 23 18.U 10 lU.6 2.615 N.S.
Methodology 32 27,9 18 22.1 1.391 N.S.
Anthropology 8U 57.9 20 U6,l 26.1;60 s .05
Th^iy and Histoiy
of Social Thought 39 29.0 13 23.0 7.839 s .05
Social Probleins and
Social Disoi^aniza-
tion 39 36.8 27 29.2 0.305 N.S.
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On the other hand, church-related institutions were esqpected
theoretically to offer twenty-two such courses; only fourteen were
observed. Perhaps this observed relationship is simply a reflection
of the fact that secular institutions in general were found to have
stronger sociology programs than did the church-related institutions.
With regard to courses in socdal work, the secular institutions
were found to be offering a greater number than their proportion in
the sample would suggest. The theoretical expectation in this instance
was found to be fifty-ei^t courses. However, eighty-three course
offerings in social work were found in the case of the secular
institutions, about one-third more than esqjected. On the other
hand, the church related schools were expected to offer forty-six
courses in liiis area; only twenty-one were observed, less than half
the theoretical expectation. The relative infrequency of course
offerings in social work on the part of church-related institutions
may be attributed to the fact that, during the time \Ai&a such schools
were founded, there were few Negroes in the field of social work.
Since that time, however, social work has become one of the major
areas of academic focus in Negro colleges and universities.
Apparently, the curricular developn^nt has occurred chiefly in
secular institutions, rather than in church-related institutions.
The breakdown of racial barriers in the field of social work seem
to be the instigating factor here. It should be noted, thou^, , that
most Negro social workers still work for the most part among Negro,
rather than idiite clients,^
■•Qraduatea of Predominantly Negro Colleges.





A statistically significant relationship was found also
between the classifying variable type of control and courses offered
in the field of anthropology. As found in the case of courses in
urban sociology and courses in social work, secular institutions
offered a greater number of courses in anthropology than their pro¬
portion in the sample would suggest. Secular schools were expected
to offer fifty-eight courses in this areaj ei^ty-four were actually
observed. In contrast, church-related schools offered fewer than
half the number theoretically expected. An expected frequency of
forty-six when compared to an observed frequency of twenty resulted
in a statistically significant difference. The same pattern as in
the case of other course areas was detected. Less than half the
number of courses theoretically expected to be offered were offered
actually by the church-related institutions. One can only speculate
as to the reasons. Presumably financing is a major problem here.
Also, significant relationship was found with regard to the
course area theory and the history of social thou^t. Again, in
repetition of the pattern, secular institutions offered a greater
number of courses than their proportion in the sample would suggest;
church-related schools offered proportionately fewer than expected,
Kie expectations, of course, were based upon the number of schools
in each category as related to the total number of courses offered
in theory and the history of social thou^t, While secular institu¬
tions were expected to offer twenty-nine such courses, thirty-nine
actually were observed. In contrast, churdi-related institutions
offered only slightly more than half ■Uxe number expected.
An interpretation of this observed relationship mi^t be that
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this Is again a reflection of the stronger sociology programs which
vere found to be characteristic of institutions under secular control
as opposed to diurch-related Institutions. The same observation was
made with regard to course offerings in urban sociology. The diurch-
related institutions offered only thirteen courses in theory and
the history of social thou^t; twenty-three, almost twice as many,
were expected.
Other course areas for idiich tests of si^ficance could be
run proved net to be related to this variable. It is interesting
to note that there was an insufficient number of course offerings to
permit testing for a relationship with regard to the course areas
of sociology of religion and several others. In approximately one-
third of the course areas for which tests of significance could be
run, the church-related schools were found to be offering significantly
fewer courses than theoretically were expected* This observation
would seem to suggest a curricular weakness in the case of church-
related Negro institutions of higher learning.
Types of Degrees Offered in Sociology.—Table 21 shows
observed and expected frequencies of selected sociology courses for
Negro colleges and universities by t3pes of degrees offered in
sociology.
Fifteen of the seventy schools studied were found to offer no
degree in sociology, while fifty-five out of the seventy studied
offered at least a bachelor’s degree. The small size of expected
frequencies which would have resulted did not permit further sub¬
division of this variable. Hence, only the two categories were used.
TABLE 21
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY COURSES FOR
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BY TYPES OF DEGREES OFFERED
IN SOCIOLOGY--NO DEGREE IN SOCIOLOGY, B.S. OR ABOVE
Categoay
N»=l?






Observed Expected z2 Significance
Medical Sociology and
Gerontology 0 1.9 9 7.1 *
<
Political Sociology 0 0.2 1 0.8 *
1
Urban Sociology 5 11.0 Wi 3?.0 3.667 N.S.
Rural Sociology h 6,k 26 23.6 1.168 N.S.
Race Relations and
Minorities 8 15.0 6h 56.0 lt.552 s .05
Social Work 7 22.3 97 81.7 13.3hh s .05
Sociology of Religion 0 2.1 10 7.9 *
Ecology and Population 2 9.2 la 33.8 7.189 s .05
Social Psychology 6 10.9 ii5 I1O.I 2.829 N.S,
Criminology, Correc¬
tions and Juvenile









Observed Erpiected x2 Significance
Mass Communications 0 1.7 3.9 *
Marriage and Family lit 17.1 66 62.9 0.733 N.S.
Elementary and
Advanced Statistics 1 7.1 32 25.9 6.635 S .05
Methodology 3 10.7 U7 39.3 7.069 s .05
Anthropology 7 22.3 97 81.7 13.314^ s .05
Theory and History
of Social Thought 2 U.1 $0 140.9 9.5148 s .05
Social Problems and
Social Disorganiza^
tion 10 lit.l 56 51.9 1.51i5 N.S.
The size of expected frequencies do not permit the Chi Square Test,
Due to the insufficient size of expected frequencies, it was
still not possible to deal with the following course areas when test¬
ing for a relationship with types of degrees offered in sociology:
medical sociology, gerontolbgy, sociology of religion, political
sociology and mass communications. However, a statistically
significant relationship was found to exist between t3q3e3 of degrees
offered in sociology, taken as the classifying variable, and the
number of courses offered in the following course areas: race
relations and minorities, social work, ecology and population,
elementary and advanced statistics, research methodology, anthropology
theory and the history of social thought. Thus, seven out of the
thirteen course areas for which tests could be run showed a
statistically significant relationship to this variable--types of
degrees offered in sociology. Two of these seven course areas, social
work and anthropology, also showed statistical significance when re¬
lated to the variable—type of control—as brought out in the pre¬
vious section of this chapter. Also, three of the seven course areas,
proving to be statistically significant with regard to type of de¬
gree offered in sociology, proved to be related to the classifying
variable size of city. Thus, courses in race relations and minorities
elementary and advanced statistics and theory and the history of
social thought were so related. Indeed, courses in theory and the
history of social thought were found to be related to all of the
classifying variables thus far discussed—namely, size of city, type
of control and type of degree offered in sociology.
An inspection of Table 21 shows that schools granting a
bachelor’s degree or above offer more courses than their proportion
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of the sample would lead one to expect. With reference to courses
in race relations and minorities, schools granting a bachelor’s de¬
gree or above were e:q>ected to offer fifty-six courses in the areaj
sixty-four were observed. Schools granting no degrees in sociology
were expected, in turn, to offer fifteen courses in the area of race
relations and minorities, but only ei^t actually were offered* One
mi^t be able to interpret this as a curricular weakness in the case
of Negro institutions of hi^er learning not offering a degree pro¬
gram in sociology. Even with no major in sociology offered as a
minimum, one mi^t expect to find courses in race relations offered
at a frequency on par with the proportion of such schools in the
sample *
With reference to courses offered in the area of social work,
schools offering a bachelor's degree in sociology were expected to
offer ei^ty-two courses; ninety-seven actually were observed. Schools
offering no degree in sociology offered fewer than one-third their
theoretical expectation. Twenty-two courses in social work were ex¬
pected, but only seven were obsearved in the case of such schools.
Presumably, idiere sociology is tau^t and no major is offered, the
emphasis is on the more fundamental aspects of the discipline. In
schools offering a major in sociology, departments can more easily
begin to offer more specialized courses.
In the area of population and ecology, the same pattern
emerged. Schools granting the degree in sociology offered more than
their proportionate share of courses in the area. In contrast,
schools not granting the degree offered fewer than their proportionate
share of courses in population and ecology. Schools granting a
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bachelor's degree or above were expected to offer thirty-four such
courses; forty-one were observed. Gomparable figures for the schools
not granting a degree in sociology were nine expected, with only two
such courses offered, less than one-third the number suggested.
With regard to courses in elementary and advanced statistics,
schools granting a bachelor's degree in sociology were expected to
offer twenty-six courses; however, thirty-two actually were observed.
Schools granting no degrees in sociology were found to offer only one
course in statistics, while seven were expected on the basis of their
proportion in the sample. However, one should bear in mind that
students in schools not offering a sociology major might be able to
take courses in statistics in other departments, such as psychology
or economics.
In the case of courses in the area of research methodology,
schools granting at least a bachelor's degree in sociology were ex¬
pected to offer thirty-nine courses in this area; forty-seven actually
were observed. Schools granting no degrees in sociology offered less
than one-third the number expected. Only three such courses were
offered, in contrast to the theoretical expectation of eleven. Courses
in research methodology are considered generally to be more specialized
than courses at the introductory level. It is perhaps not surprising,
then, to find schools not offering a major also not offering courses
in research methods to as great an extent as expected on the basis
of the Chi Square rationale.
In the case of the course area anthropology, schools offering
a bachelor's degree or above were expected to offer eighty-two courses
in this area; actually ninety-seven were observed. Schools offering
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no degrees in sociology were expected to offer twenty-two courses in
anthropology; only seven were observed, fewer than one-third the
theoretical expectation.
A similar pattern emerged in the case of the final course
area showing statistical significance with regard to this classifying
variable. Courses in theory and the history of social thought were
taught with greater frequency in schools offering the degree in
sociology than was the case in schools not offering the degree.
Schools offering at least a bachelor's degree in sociology were ex¬
pected to offer forty-one such courses; however, fifty actually
were observed. Sdaools offering no degree in sociology were ex¬
pected to offer eleven such courses; however, only two such courses
actually were offered.
One mi^t suggest that it would be reasonable to find the
above results, since it is reasonable to suggest that schools offer¬
ing at least a bachelor's degree mlgjtt be presumed to have a greater
Interest in sociology than schools not offering a sociology major.
However, it should also be pointed out that, in principle, it would
seem that at least some of these course areas would be of interest
to any Negro institution of hi^er learning. Thus, courses in the
area of race relations and minorities were found to be offered only
to the extent of approximately one-half the theoretically expected
frequency in schools not offering a major in sociology. It would
seem that idiether interested in sociology or not, a Negro institution
of higher learning mi^t be expected to be interested in race re¬
lations. However, such does not seem to be the case, at least not
insofar as reflected by course offerings in race relations and
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minor!t7 groups. It is conceded that further measures are needed to
answer this question more meaningfully.
level of Academic Program Offered.—Table 22 shows observed
and e^tpected frequencies of selected sociology courses for Negro
colleges and universities by level of academic program offered.
Level, here, is taken to mean not iihether a badielor's de¬
gree in sociology is offered, but rather that the institution offers
instructional programs in one or anoi^er of the following categories:
II, only the bachelor's and/or first professional degree; III, master's
and/or second professional degree; and IV, doctor of philosophy and
equivalent degrees. No category I schools were included in the study,
since they were not relevant to the purposes of the study. Thus,
levels II, m, and IV are discussed. Since only one school was
classified as level IV, levels III and IV were combined and studied
in contrast to level II schools.
In cexiiain course areas, it was not possible to test for
statistical significance of the relationship of the course to tne
level of academic program offered. This was due to the insufficient
size of the expected frequencies. This occurred in the case of the
following course areas: medical sociology, gerontology, political
sociology, sociology of religion and mass communications.
Eight course areas, however, were found to show statistical
significance at the ,0$ level with respect to the level of academic
program offered. These el^t course areas were: urban sociology,
race relations and minorities, social work, ecology and population,
elementary and advanced statistics, methodology, anthropology and
theory and history of social thought. Seven of these eight course
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areas were found to be the same seven areas which proved to be
statistically significant with regard to the variable, degree offered
in sociology. In addition, the course area urban sociology appeared
and showed a statistically significant relationship to the variable,
level of academic program offered.
With regard to the course area, urban sociology, schools
classified as level III or IV were theoretically expected to offer
thirteen courses in urban sociology; twenty courses actually were
obsezved. In contrast, schools classified as level II schools were
theoretically expected to offer thirty-six courses in urban sociology;
only twenty-nine were observed. The reason for this, presumably, is
that the institutions with the more hi^ly developed programs overall
generally have more well developed sociology departments idiich are
able to offer the more specialized courses. The same explanation
would hold for the courses discussed in the paragraphs below.
In the area of race relations and minorities, schools
classified as level III or IV offered approximately one-third again
as many courses as expected. Twenty-nine were observed; only twenty
were expected. Consistent with the pattern, it was found that schools
classified as level II institutions were expected theoretically to
offered only fifty^three courses in race relations and minorities,
but actually offered only forty-three.
The same pattern was observed with regard to courses in social
work. Schools classified as level III and IV schools were expected to
offer twenty-eight courses in this area; sixty-one courses were
actually observed. Schools classified as level II, in contrast, were
expected theoretically to offer seventy-six courses in social work;
however, only forty-three were observed.
TABLE 22
OBSERVED AND EIEECTED KiEQUENGIES OF SELECTED SOCIDLOGy COURSES FOR












Gerontology 2 6.6 7 2.1;
Political Sociology 1 0.7 0 0.3 **
Uit>an Sociology 35.7 20 13.3 It.633 S .05
Rural Sociology 18 21.9 12 8.1 2.508 N.S.
Race Relations and
Minorities i43 52.5 29 19.5 6,281 S .0$
Social Woife ii3 75.8 6l 28.2 52.219 s .05
Sociolo^ of Religion it 7.3 6 2.7 m
Ecology and Population 25 31.3 18 11.7 it.710 S .05
Social Psychology 33 37.2 18 13.8 1.7llt N.S.
Criminology, Correc¬
tions, and Juvenile
Delinquency 51 55.lt 25 20.6 1.271 N.S.
TABLE 22—Continued





Levd-s lU & 17
(M-19)
Observed Expected X2 Significance
Mass Communications 2 3.6 3 l.it
Marriage and Family 56 58.3 2h 21.7 0.330 N.S.
Elementary and
Advanced Statistics 17 2U.1 16 8.9 7.601 s .05
Methodology 29 36.5 21 13.6 5.581 s .05
Anthropology h3 75.8 61 28.2 52.a9 s .05
Theory and RLstoiy of





23 17.9 1.982 N.S.
■’^here were no schools classified as Level I in the study. There was only one school classified
as Level 17, which was therefore confined with those classified as Level III* These classifications are as
follows: Level H, only the bachelor's, and/or first professional degree; Level III, master's and/or
second professional degree; and 17, doctor of philosophy and equivalent degrees.
^he size of the expected frequencies do not permit the use of the Chi Square Test in this instance.
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In the course area population and ecology, schools classified
as level III or IV schools vere e3q)ected to offer twelve coursesj
eighteen, half again as many as theoretically ejcpected, were actually
offered. Again, consistent with the pattern observed in other course
areas, schools classified as level n were expected theoretically to
offer thirty-one courses in population and ecologyj only twenty-five
were observed.
V?lth reference to elementary and advanced statistics, schools
classified as level III or IV offered almost twice as many courses as
theoretically esqpected on the basis of their proportion in the sample.
Nine courses were expected, however, sixteen were observed. On the
other hand, schools classified as level II were expected to offer
twenty-four courses in statistics; only seventeen were offered.
The pattern with regard to the remaining course areas was
precisely the same as above. This included courses in research
methodology, anthropology and theory and the history of social thou^t.
In each Instance, schools classified as level III or IV offered more
than theoretically expected to a statistically significant degree,
lilcewise, schools classified as level II schools offered fewer than
theoretic^ly expected. Table 22 shows the frequencies of course
offerings, both those theoretically expected and those ©npiidcally
obsei*ved. Further repetition regarding this classifying variable is
unneeded.
Age of School.—Table 23 shows observed and expected
frequencies of selected sociology courses for Negro colleges and
universities by type of degree program offered.
TABLE 23
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY COURSES FOR NEGRO
00LIEGES AM) UNIVERSITIES BY AGE OF SCHOOL*
Categoiy
N»21
75 Years Old or Less
0 . E
More Than 75 Years Old
0 . E SS-gnificance
Medical Sociology &
Gerontology 1 2.7 8 6.3 Too Small
Political Sociology 0 0.3 1 0.7 Too Small
Urban Sociology 15 IU.7 3h 3k.3 0.009 N.S.
Rural Sociology 10 ?.o 20 21.0 0.159 N.S.
Race Relations &
Minorities 21 21.6 51 50.it 0.02lt N.S.
Social Vlbric 26 31.2 78 72.8 1.238 N.S.
Sociology of Religion 2 3.0 8 7.0 Too SmsH
Ecology & Population 13 12.9 30 30.1 0.001 N.S.
Social Psycliology 18 15.9 35 37.1 0.396 N.S.
Criminology, Correc¬
tions, & Juvenile
Delinquency 21 22.8 55 53.2 0.203 N.S.
TABLE 23—Continued
ij=a
75 Tears Old or Less More Than 75 Tears Old
Category 0 . E 0 . E Z2 Significance
Mass Communications 1 2.0 h 1:.0 Too Snail
Marriage and Family 28 2U.0 52 56.0 0.952 N.S.
Elementary & Advanced
Statistics 7 9.9 25 23.1 i.ai; N.S.
Methodology Ik 15.0 36 35.0 0.095 N.S.
Anthropology 20 31.2 8U 72.8 5.7I4I; s .05
Theory & History of
Social Thought llr 15.6 38 36.1; 0.231; N.S.
Social Problems and
Social Disorganiza¬
tion 18 19.8 US h6.2 0.231; N.S.
1) Initially, these categories were: years or Less, (2) 26-75 Tears Old, and (3) More Than 75
Tears Old, However, due to an insufficient number of schools in category I it was necessary to collapse
categories I and II into one category in order to make meaningful conparisons.
0 = Observed Number of Courses
E = Expected I'fumber of Courses
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This variable initially was subdivided into three categories;
(1) Schools twenty-five years old or less; (2) Schools twenty-six
to seventy-five years oldj and (3) Schools more than seventy-five
years old. However^ due to an Insufficient number of schools in
the first category, it was necessary to collapse categories I and II
into one category. In this way, meaningful comparisons could be
made, since the effect of collapsing categories is to increase the
size of e3q>ected frequencies.
Even after such collapsing, however, there were several
course areas which still showed expected frequencies of insufficient
size to permit the Chi Square test to be made. These Included the
following course areas: medical sociology, gerontolosr, political
sociology, sociology of religion and mass conrauuaications. The re¬
maining thirteen course areas were tested for statistical significance.
Only one of the thirteen course areas for which tests could
be run showed a statistically significant relationship to the age
of school. This was found to be true with regard to coulees offered
in anthropology. Schools seventy-five years old and older were ex¬
pected theoretically to offer seventy-three courses in anthropology;
eighty-four such courses were observed actually. In contrast, schools
in the remaining collapsed category which were under seventy-five
years of age were found to offer only approximately two thirds of
the number theoretically expected. In this latter category, thirty-
one courses in anthropology were expected theoretically; only twenty
such courses were offered.
The other twelve course areas tested did not show any
statistically significant relationship to the variable. In most
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Instances, then, age of school has little to do with the offering
of courses in race relations and niinorities, urban sociology, social
work, statistics, methodology, theory and a variety of other such
course areas, TOiile this finding is negative, it is nevertheless
considered to be as significant as other results obtained. It viould
seem as desirable to knotr vhen a relationship does not exist as it
is to know when one does exist.
Type of Degree Program Offered,—Table 21; shows observed and
expected frequencies of selected sociology courses for Negro colleges
and universities by type of degree program offered. The schools in
the sample initially were classified according to the system used by
the United States Office of Education which is repeated here for the
convenience of the reader:
Type Description of Category
II Liberal Arts and General
III Liberal Arts and General and Terminal-
Occupational
IV Primarily Teacher Preparatory
V Liberal Arts and General and Teacher Pre¬
paratory
VI Liberal Arts and General and Teacher Pre¬
paratory and Terminal-Occupational
VII Professional Only
VIII Professional and Teacher Preparatory
IX Professional and Terminal-Occupational
X Liberal Arts and General, with 1 or 2
Professional Schools
XI Liberal Arts and General, with 3 or more
Professional Schools
TABLE 2U
OBSERVED AM) EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY COURSES FOR NQGED






















& Gernotology 1 h.2 1 1.9 6 1.8 Too Snail
Political Sociology 1 0,5 0 0.2 0 0.2 Too Small
Urban Sociology 22 2h-k 12 11.2 12 10.5 0.^28 N.S.
Rural Sociology 1^ lh.8 7 6.8 6 6,h 0.029 N.S,
Race Relations &
Mnorities 32 36.1 15 16.^ 21 15.5 2.581 N.S.
Social Work 30 53.6 22 2I+.5 ll9 23.0 ho,169 s .05
Sociology of
Religion lt.8 3 2.2 1 2.0 Too small
Ecology and
Population 17 21.7 11 9.9 13 9.3 2.602 N.S.





















DoLinquency 35 37*7 19 17.2 17 16.1 o.ia9 N.S.
Mass Communications 3 2.7 0 1.2 2 1.1 Too Small
Marriage and Family 38 i;0.3 21 18.1; 17 17.3 0.1;96 N.S.
Elementary and
Advanced Statis¬
tics 12 16.1; 6 7.5 13 7.0 6.^37 S .0^
Methodology 22 25.5 12 U.6 11; 10.9 1.356 N.S.
Anthropology 30 51;.! 16 2l;.7 56 23.2 60.270 o.CO
Theory & History
of Social

















organization 30 32.9 16 15.0 16 lU.1 0.573 N.S.
Education Directoiy^Part 3* Washington, D.C,, (U. S* Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
1966), p.'m
!I^e n. Liberal arts and generalj Type IH. liberal arts and general, and teimnal-occupational;
IV, Piimarily teacher prep.j V, Liberal arts and general, and teacher prqp.j VI. Liberal arts and general
and teacher prep,, and terminal-occupational; VH. Professional only; VUI, professional and teacher prep,;
EC, Professional and terminal-occi^jational; X. Liberal arts and general, with 1 or 2 Professional schools,
and XI, Liberal arts and general, with 3 or more professional schools.
Categories I, II and HI were omitted due to the small number of schools falling into these areas.
It was further necessary to collapse category VI & VZE in order to make meaningful conparisons,
0 »= Observed Number
E = Expected Number
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Categories I, H and III were omitted due to the small number of
schools falling into these areas. It was further necessary to
collapse categories VI and VII in order to make meaningful comparison.
As Table 2U Indicates, comparisons were made with categories IV, V,
VI and VII taken together. There were thirty-five schools found to
be in category IV, sixteen in category V, and fifteen in categories
VI and VII taken together. These categories were assigned on the
basis of the standard nomenclature used and discussed in the Directory
of Hi^er Education published by the U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. The categories are defined in Table 2U.
Following such collapsing, the resulting expected frequencies
were still too small to permit meaningful comparisons to be made in
the case of four course areas. These areas were: medical sociology,
gerontology, political sociology, sociology of religion and mass
communications•
Four course areas proved to bo statistically significant at
the ,0$ level when related to types of degree programs offered. The
course areas showing statistical significance wore: social work,
elementary and advanced statistics, anthropology and theory and the
history of social thou^t.
With regard to the relationship between types of degree pro¬
grams offered and courses offered in social work, it was found that
schools in categories VI and VII offer a greater number of courses
than theoretically expected on the basis of the proportion of such
schools in the sample and the total number of such courses which
were offered by schools in all categories of classification. Schools
in categories VI and VH were expected to offer only twenty-three
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courses In the area of social work; fo3rty>nlne such courses actually
were offered by schools in categories VI and VII. Schools in category
V were theoretically e:3q>ected to offer twenty-five courses in social
work and actually offered twenty-two. In category IV, the expectation
was fifty-four courses; but only thirty actually were offered. Thus,
the greatest difference between observed and expected frequencies was
with regard to the schools classified in category IV, primarily
teacher preparatory schools. In this category, only slightly more
than half the number of courses theoretically e:q)ected actually were
offered.
In the area of statistics, schools in categories VI and VII
were found to offer more courses than their proportion of the sample
would suggest. Consistent with the pattern, the schools in categories
IV and V fell short of their expectations. Sdiools in categories VI
and VII were expected to offer seven courses in this area; thirteen
courses in statistics actually were observed. In contrast, schools
in category V were expected to offer eight courses in statistics;
six were observed; and in category IV, the expectation of sixteen was
met with an observed twelve.
With regard to the relationship observed between course
offeidngs in anthropology and type of degree program offered, it was
found that schools in categories VI and VII were expected to offer
twenty-three courses in this course area; actually fifty-six were
offered. Thus, the observed frequency of offering of anthropology
courses was found to be more than twice the frequency expected on
the basis of the Chi Square rationale. Schools in category V were
expected to offer twenty-five courses in anthropology while only
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sixteen were observed to be offered* Schools In category IV were
expected to offer fifty-four courses in anthropology; only thirty
such courses were observed to be offered* In the latter case the
observed frequency of offering of anthropology courses was only
slightly more than half the expected. Again, it would seem that the
schools classified as primarily teacher training institutions carried
far less than their proportionate share of instruction in this course
area. On the other hand, those schools having primarily a liberal
arts and/or professional orientation carried far more than their
proportionate share of instruction in the area of anthropology* This
is consistent with the pattern found throu^out the analysis of this
variable* The Negro Institutions of higher learning devoted primarily
to teacher training devote far less effort to sociology and express
far less interest in the discipline than those institutions with an
academic and/or a professional orientation. An education degree
traciltlonally has focused on teaching methods and individual psychology
and subject matter* Teachers today could profit greatly from sociology
courses, if well-taught*
With reference to schools offering courses in theory and the
history of social thought in relation to types of degree programs
offered, it was found that schools in categories VI and VII were ex¬
pected te offer eleven courses in this course area while seventeen
were actually observed* Schools in category V were expected to
offer twelve courses; ten were observed* In category TV, thirty-
three were expected, and thirty were observed. Thus, it would seem
that the greater contribution to the significance of Chi Square again
came from those institutions with a liberal arts and/or a professional
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erientatlen. Both ef these categories of schools offered more than
expected lAien it came to courses In theory and the history of social
thou^t.
Regional location.—-Table 25 shows observed and expected
frequencies of selected sociology courses for Negro colleges and
universities by regional location.
The initial subdivisions of this classifying valuable were
derived from the categories officially recognized by the Bureau of
the Census« United States Department of Commerce. These were as
follows: (l) the Northeast, made up by combining the six New England
and the three Middle Atlantic states; (2) the North Central, made up
by combining the sevoi West North Central and five East North Central
states; (3) the ei^t South Atlantic states plus the District of
Columbia; (U) the four West South Central states and (5) the four
East South Central states. None of the schools in the study were in
the Pacific or Mountain Western states. The size of expected
frequencies, however, required some collapsing of categories. It was
decided to collapse into two categories in order to provide some
basis for the analysis. These were North and South. North is
defined to include the Northeast and the North Central states, while
the South Included the South Atlantic states, the District of
Columbia, the West South Central states, and the East South Central
states.
Despite such collapsing, the expected frequencies derived were
of sufficient size to test for statistical significance only in the
case of two course areas. These were the areas: race relations
and minorities and anthropology. Neither of these proved to show
statistical slgiiiflcance* The disappointing lack of significance is
attributed to the fact that only a small number of Negro schools are
located outside the Southern region of the United States. There is
no basis for assuming that any statistically significant relationships
would be found among areas within the Southern region. Thus, further
tests were not indicated.
Size of School.-—Table 26 shows observed and expected
frequencies of selected sociology courses for Negro colleges and
universities by size of school as Indicated by student enrollment.
This variable seemed to exert some influence upon the frequency of
offering of courses in several areas. After some study, it was
determined that the range of enrollment in Negro colleges and
universities is so small that it would be meaningless to differentiate
more than the following: (1) A category indicating a student enroll¬
ment of less than one thousand students; and (2) A category indicating
a student enrollment of more tiian one thousand students.
Even so, two course areas showed expected frequencies too
small to permit tests for statistical significance. These were the
areas: medical sociology, gerontology and political sociology.
The course areas -^ich did show statistical significance at
the *05 level in relation to size of school were the following:
social work, sociology of religion, social psychology, marriage and
family, eleirentary and advanced statistics and research methodology.
The remaining seven of the thirteen course areas tested did not show
statistical significance.
With regard to the first of the course areas which did show
a statistically significant relationship to size of school, the course
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area secial work^ it was found that the smaller schools offered fewer
than half the number theoretically expected^ while the larger schools
offered almost twice the number of courses expected. A similar
pattern, thou^ not so pronoxinced was found to hold with regard to
course offerings in social psychology, marriage and family, statistics
and research methodology. In each instance, the pattern repeated.
The smaller sdiools offered fewer than their proportion in the
sample would suggest while the larger schools offered more in each
of these areas than their proportion in the sample would suggest.
The most pronounced differences were found with regard to the two
course areas social work and elementary and advanced statistics. A
reasonable explanation would be that the larger schools are the
schools with larger and stronger departments of sociology, hence
they are able to offer more courses as well as more specialized
courses in sociology.
TABLE 2$
OBSERVED Aim EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY COURSES FOR





Observed Expected x2 Significance
Medical Sociology and
Gerontology 0 0.6 9 8.1; Too Small
Political Sociology 0 0.1 1 0.9 Too Small
Urban Sociology 3 li.O h6 i;6.0 Too Small
Rural Sociology 1 2.1 29 27.9 Too Small
Race Relations and
Minorities 5 5.1 67 66.9 0.001+ N.S.
Social Worfc h 1.0 100 13.0 Too Small
Sociology of Religion 1 0.7 9 9.3 Too Sinall
Ecology and Population 3 3.1 ho 39.9 Too Small
Social Psychology 2 3.6 h9 1;7.1; Too Small
Criminology, Corrections
and Juvenile Delinquency 5 5.1; 71 70.6 0,036 N.S.







Marriage and Family 3 5,7 77 7h*3 1.388 N.S.
Elementary and Advanced
Statistics 2 2.U 31 30,6 Too Small
Methodology 3 3,6 kl h6.h Too Small
Anthropology 7 7,lt 97 96,6 0.027 N.S.
Theory and History of
Social Thought 5 3,7 kl U8.3 Too Small
Social Problems and Social
DLsorganization h iu7 62 61,3 Too Staall
Made iq? of the Northeast (copibining the six New England and three 1-fi.ddle Atlantic states) and
the North Central (combining the seven West North Central and five East North Central states)*
Made tp of the eight South Atlantic states plus the District of Columbia, four Wbst South Central
and four East South Central states, (None of the schools in the stuc^ were found to be in the Pacific or
Mountain Western states).
TABLE 26
OBSERVED AM) EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF SELECTED SOCIOLOGY COURSES FOR
NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BY SIZE OF SCHOOL











Gerontology 5 5.1 it 3.9 Too Small
Political Sociology 1 0.6 0 o.u Too Small
Urban Sociology 22 28.0 27 a.o 3.000 N.S.
Rural Sociology lit 17.1 16 12.9 1.3itit N.S,
Race Relations and
janorities 35 la.i 37 30.9 2.11t0 N.S.
Social Work 28 59.it 76 iiit.6 38.782 s .05
Sociology of Religion h 5.7 6 it.3 Too Small
Ecology and Population 18 2it.6 25 l8.lt iul07 s .05
Social Psychology 28 29.1 23 21.9 0.105 N.S.
CriMnology, Coirections













Mass Communications 3 2.9 2 2.1 Too Snail
Marriage and Family la 16,7 39 3U.3 1.13lt N.S.
KLementaiy and Advanced
Statistics IS 18.9 18 llul i.8ia N.S.
Methodology 22 28.6 28 21.U 3.^27 s .0^
wftnthropology 36 59.U 68 ljli.6 a.35i S ,0$
Theory and History of
Social Thought a 29.7 31 22.3 5.963 S ,0$
Social Problems and
Social Disorganization 32 37.7 3k 28.3 2.020 N.S.
The range of emollment in Negro colleges and -universities is so small that it is meaningless
■to differentiate more than has been done here*
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
Twenty-five of the forty course areas recognized by the
American Sociological Association were selected for statistical
analysis. Ei^t of these twenty-five course areas were combined
with closely related course areas, resulting in seventeen course
areas which were subjected to statistical analysis. Of these
seventeen course areas, twelve were found to be related in a
statistically way to one or more of the ei^t classifying variables
used.
The classifying variables were conceived as being independent
variables and the course areas were treated as dependent variables.
A Chi Square technique was employed to test for the presence of a
statistically significant relationship between the course areas and
the independent variables selected for analysis. The independent
variables were as follows: (1) Size of city in whidi college or
imiversity was located: a) rural (less than 2,500) N-13, b) Small
city (2,500-25,000) N-15, c) Medium city (25,000-100,000) N-lli,
d) large city (100,000-500,000) (d and e combined) N-28 combined
e) metropolis (above 500,000) j (2) Type of control ©f college ©r
university: a) secular N=39, b) church-related N"31j (3) Types of
degrees offered in sociology: a) no degree offered in sociology
N*l5, b) at least a bachelor’s degree N“55j (U) Level of academic
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program, as defined by the United States Office of Education (See
Table 23 for definitions of the various categories); a) level II
(Only the bachelor’s and/or first professional degree) N=5lj b)
levels III and IV combined N=19 (Master's and/or second professional
degree, IV - Doctor of philosophy and equivalent degreesj (5) Age
of School: a) 75 years old or less N=21, b) more than 75 years old
W=U9j (6) Type degree program offered; a) IV - primarily teacher
preparatory N*35j b) V - liberal arts and general, and teacher
preparatory N=l6, c) VI and VII (combined) N“l5 (VI - liberal arts
and general and teadier preparatory and terminal occupational, VII -
professional only; (7) Regional location of school; a) North (in¬
cludes Northeast and North Central) N=5> b) South (includes South
Atlantic, District of Columbia and South Central) N“75j and (8) Size
of school as measured by student enrollment; a) less than 1,000
students N^itO, b) 1,000 or more students N*30, The following para¬
graphs summarize the results by considering each of the independent
variables separately.
An investigation of the relationship between size of city
in which the college or university was located and course offering
resulted in significance tests for fifteen of the seventeen course
areas. Four of the course areas were found to be related to the
variable size of city. They were courses in race relations and
minorities, elementary and advanced statistics, theory and the
history of social thou^t auid social disorganization and social pro¬
blems. Schools in the larger cities offered courses in these areas
with greater frequency than schools in the smaller areas.
An investigation of the relationship between the type of
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control of the Institutien and the coarse offerings resulted in
significance tests for thirteen of the seventeen course areas. Four
of these thirteen course areas were found to be significant. These
were courses in theory and the history of social thou^t, urban
sociology, social work and anthropology. In all of the course areas
showing statistical significance, institutions under secular control
offered a larger proportion of the courses than institutions under
church control.
With regard to the ind^endent variable type of degree
offered in sociology, seven out of thirteen course areas tested
showed a statistically significant relationship. These were courses
in race relations and minorities, elementary and advanced statistics,
theory and the history of social thought, social work, anthropology,
ecology and population and research methodology. Schools offering
degrees in sociology offered a more significant proportion of such
courses than schools not offering such degrees.
An Investigation of the variable level resulted in the
finding that eight of the thirteen course areas tested showed a
statistically significant z^lationship. These included courses
offered in the areas of race relations and minority groups,
elementary and advanced statistics, theory and the history of social
thought, urban sodolosr, social work, anthropology, ecology and
population and research methodology. Again, the schools with the
advanced programs offered more than their proportion of the courses
in these areas.
Only one course area, of thirteen tested for significance,
was found to be related to the variable age of school. This was the
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course area anthropology* In this single instance, the older sdiools
offered the larger proportion of such courses.
Course areas which were found to be related to the type of
degree program offered included those in statistics, theory, social
work and anthropology. With regard to these course areas it was
found that the schools with a liberal arts and/or professional
orientation offered a mere significant proportion of such courses,
while the schools with primarily a teacher training orientation
offered a smaller proportion of such courses.
The variable regional location was found to show no statistically
significant relationship to the course areas analyzed* This was due
to the fact that such a large proportion of the sdicols studied were
found to be located in the Southern region.
The final variable analyzed was size of school* In the
analysis of this variable, it was found that a relationship existed
in the case of the following course areasi statistics, social woric,
research methods, sociology of reli^on, social psydiology and
marriage and the family. In eadi instance it was found that the
larger schools offered the larger proportion of sudi courses, while
the smaller schools offered fewer than their proportion in the sample
would suggest*
As indicated previously, of the seventeen course areas
subjected to statistical analysis, twelve were found to shew
statistical significance at the .0^ level* These are summarized
below.
Course offerings in race relations and minorities were found
to be related to the size of the city in which the school was located.
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the types of degrees offered in sociology and the level of the
school program as defined by the United States Office of Education*
Courses in statistics were found to be related to the size of city
in which schools offering such courses were found, to the types of
degrees offered in sociology by sudi schools, to the level of
school programs offered and to the type of degree programs offered.
Courses in theory and the history of social thou^t were found to be
related to size of city, t3rpe of control of school, types of degrees
offered in sociology, level of school programs offered and type of
degree programs offered. Courses in social problems were found to
be related to tsrpe of control of the school and level of school pro¬
grams offered. Courses offered in social work were found to be re¬
lated to the type of control of the school in which such courses were
offered, to the types of degrees offered in sociology by schools
offering such courses and by level of academic program. Course
offerings in social work were also found to be related to the type
of degree program offered as well as to the size of school making
such offering. The frequency of offering of courses in anthropology
was found to be related to the type of control of schools having such
offerings, to the type of degrees offered in sociology, to the level
of the academic program, to the age of the school, and to the type
of degree program offered. Courses in ecology and population were
found to be related to only three variables: types of degrees
offered in sociology, level of academic program, and size of school.
In addition, the following course areas were found to be related
to size of school: sociology of religion, social psychology and
marriage and the family.
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VJhen the results of this stu(^ were compared with the results
of Simms and Callahan’s study of sociology course offerings in all
United States colleges and universities, few differences were observed*^
The relationships between various course offerings in Negro colleges
and universities and the several classifying variables for the most
part were similar to those observed with regard to all United States
colleges and universities. Most of the differences which were
observed were ones which could not be tested for statistical
significance. This was due to the smaller number of Negro colleges
and universities. Nevertneless, the overall patterns appeared to be
the same, with only a few exceptions. One of these had to do with
the variable of regional location. The lack of any statistically
significant relationship here, in the case of Negro colleges and
universities, is due to the fact that so many such institutions are
found in the Southern region. Otherwise, the patterns were found
to be nearly the same as those found in predominantly white institu¬
tions of hi^er learning.
The exceptions to this generalization relate to the special
character of Negro institutions of hi^er learning. For example,
courses in social problems and social disorganizatien were found to
be related to the size of the city in which Negro colleges and
universities were located. The larger cities offered a greater pro¬
portion of courses in these areas than mi^t be expected. This dis¬
proportionate emphasis was interpreted as being related to the fact
that the larger cities, at the present time, seem to exhibit less
^Jaraes C. Simms and Constance Callahan, "Sociology Course
Offerings at U. S. Universities and Colleges," Georgia State College,
(unpublished study, 1966).
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stability and more restlessness than did the smaller cities.
The relative lack of emphasis given by church-related Negr©
colleges and universities to courses in the area of social work was
attributed to at least two factors. In addition to problems of
financing, one has to consider that during the time when most Negro
colleges and universities were founded that there were fewer Negroes
in the field of social work. However, since that time social work
has become one of the major areas of academic focus in Negro colleges
and universities. The breakdown in racial barriers was interpreted
as being one of the chief instigating factors in bringing about the
development in courses in social work, Sudi development, however,
has occurred primarily in state supported and/or private, rather
than church-related institutions. In fact, church-related Negro
institutions of hl^er learning in several course areas seem not to
give the en5)hasis which theoretically might be ejq)ected. This was
found to be the case not only with regard to course offerings in the
area of social work, but also with regard to course offerings in such
areas as urban sociology, anthropology, theory and the history of
social thought.
The conclusion reached was that there are definite weaknesses
in the curricula of church-related Negro institutions of higher learn¬
ing. Weaknesses were found also to exist with regard to the offering
of courses in the areas of race relations and minority groups. On
the basis of gross observation and stereotyped thinking one mi^t
conclude that Negro colleges and universities would tend to over
emphasize their offerir^s of courses in the areas of race relations
and minority groups. However, the empirical evidence suggests that.
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if anything, the tendency is exactly the opposite. This was found
to be especially true with regard to the course offerings of Negro
institutions of higher learning not offering a major degree program
in sociology. Even with no major in sociology offered, as a
minimum one might expect to find courses in race relations offered
at a frequency on par with the proportion of such schools in the
sample. Such was not the case, however. The frequency of offering
of such courses was less than theoretically expected on the basis
of the propoi^ion of such sdiools in the sample and the total number
of such course offerings. Weaknesses in the curricula of Negro
institutions of hi^er learning, then, were apparent. This was
particularly the case with regard to church-related Negro institutions
of hi^er learning. Finances as well as lack of focal emphasis in
crucial areas seem to be of central Importance here.
The course area of race relations and minorities is of some
considerable Interest in this regard. Courses in the area of race
relations and minorities were found to be offered only to the extent
of approximately one-half the theoretically expected frequency in
schools not offering a major in sociology. As pointed out in an
earlier chapter, it would seem that whether interested in sociology
or not, Negro institutions of hi^er learning mi^t be expected to
be interested in race relations. This does not seem to be the case,
however, at least not as reflected by course offerings in the areas
of race relations and minority groups. Contrary to the stereot3npe,
Negro institutions of higher learning do not offer a disproportionate
number of courses in race relations and minority groups. In fact,
Negro institutions which do not offer sociology as a major offer
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fewer such courses than might be ejqiected,.
Another pattern which was observed among institutions devoted
primarily to teacher training was that such institutions carried
far less than their proportionate share of instruction in courses in
several areas, including those in social work, elementary and advanced
statistics, anthropology, sociological theory and the history of
social thought. This weakness was found to be compensated for in
part by the relatively greater emphasis in these course areas given
by Negro institutions of hi^er learning having primarily a liberal
arts and/or a professional orientation.
Other noteworIdly differentials concern amall versus large
schools. It was noted that small schools tend to offer proportionately
fewer courses in the areas of social work, sociology of religion,
social psychology, marriage and the family, statistics and research
methodology. The pattern here, though, is not unlike that found by
Simms and Callahan with regard to all United States colleges and
universities.
One finds that he must search sometdiat to find the curricula
strengths in case of sociology course offerings in United States
Negro institutions of higher learning. These strengths would seem
to lie in the potential which such institutions have for development.
The uneven curriculum could be strengthened by more course offerings
in race relations and minorities, especially in the schools located
in the smaller cities and rural areas and in the schools not offering
degrees in sociology. Likewise, more courses in statistics and in
sociological theory are needed in such schools* The evidence would
also seem to suggest that church related Negro institutions of hi^er
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learning are in need of strengthened sociology curricula. Such
institutions were found to be weak in their offerings of courses in
sociological theory and social thought, urban sociology, anthropology
and social work.
The smaller institutions are likewise in need of curricular
strengthening. Courses in social work, statistics and research
methodology were noticeably lacking, as were courses in the sociology
of religion, social psychology and marriage and the family.
The stronger curricula appeared in the following categories
of schools: (1) those located in the large cities; (2) state
supported institutions; (3) those offering graduate training in
sociology; (i^) those offering the most advanced degrees in fields
other than sociology; (5) those institutions with a traditional
liberal arts orientation and/or a strong professional orientation;
(It should be noted here that the sdiools which primarily emphasized
teacher training were noticeably weak.) and (6) those institutions
having a student enrollment in excess of one thousand.
The evidence suggested that the age of an institution and
its regional location were unrelated to its curricular offerings.
The one exception to the point regarding age was found in the case of
anthropology course offerings ■Jdiich appeared more often in the
curricula of the older institutions. Finally, it was observed that
the Northern institutions seem not to offer any distinct advantages
over those in the South insofar as curricular strengths are concerned.
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